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Abstract

Fore8eemg urban growth and accordingly predicting fllture urban extent is ah,ays

accepted as it vital issue lor any urban planning decision making process, Diffcrent

leclmigue,> and models have alr{;d.liyhecn developed for Simulating the dynamics of

urban growth that can bc employed for this prediction process. This study applicd the

concept of Cellular Automata (CA) to simLilalc the historical growth paUem of Dhaka

Metropolitan Area (DMA), It has calibrated the SLEUTH CA based model for Ihis

and predictcd the f,ducc growth scenario for dlITcrent policy decisions in this urban

agglomcration.

The theory of Cel1ular ALilomaton (CA) has been wlde]y uscd to Slm\Llatc urban

gro\\1h for pasl few ye"rs, It requires that the space shoLild hc represented as a grid of

cells that can change stale as thc model,terates. These changes are regulated by rules

that specify a set of neighborhood conditions to be mCI before" change in state can

occur. Urban landscape can be lessellated according to its land Liseor spatial extent 01'

development, Th,s cell-based framework can be utilized 10 apply the theory of

automata and therehy to model its complex struclmc using simple lransition rules.

Tilis study found that CA applies the samc transition niles throughoutlhe space. As a

result same growth rate happens tnroughout the cell space irreRpcctive of their

10ca[lOn in relation 10 the exisling urban areas. This study mtroduced a travel eost

approach 10 the model which assumes Ihat development probability wlll decrease

ibrough space with increased dlStanec (and incrcased travel dliTiculty due 10

lopography) from the existing urban centers. lt introduced Ihe travel cost a, a pan of

the eXCI\l~lOn layer or Ihe model. Through cahbTalion of the two modding

fi:a1n~works (one wlth travel co,t and one withoLit travel cost) It was found that the

model with travel CQRthas better capahility to Sil]1\Llatcthe historical growth pattem of

the silidy area. As u result, it employcd the model with travel cost for future gro\\,th

prediction of the study area for different po liey scenarios.
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Through observation of the best fit coefficients of the model it was fmInd that the

~tLLdyarea is expericncing high in-fill and edge growth throughout the urban centers.

Diffused growth is also occurring; significantly at the viClmty of the urban centers.

The~e diffused ;etllcmcnts have some significant probability to evolve further as

urhan centers, Existing road networks are also significantly influencing the overall

groVv1hprocess of the study arca.

The best fit coefficicnts were applied for future growth predic\lon ofthc study area Lor

the period 2008-1030. D,rrcrent policy scenarios were developed based on the

de\,elopmcnt plans and policies for the study area (i.e. DMDP and STP) It was found

that throllgh Introduction of new roads, the study area will experience an accelerated

growth throughout the prediction time period. Through impOSItion or environmental

restrictions, the study area will experience decelerated growth in future, lmposition of

development rcstriction on agricultural land also will significantly retard thc overall

growth of the study area. Imposition of all restriction and mtroduction of the new

roads also shows a reduced growth trend throughout the prediction time period.

Tluollgh analysis of the calibration results and thc predIction capability of the model,

this sllldy has sho",ed that CA is an effectivc approach to simulatc urban growth

dynamics of DMA. $ustainability of urban growth can hc cnsured tluough propcr

apr lication of this kind of model in the planning dccision making of this urban region .•
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Chapter 1: Introduction
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1.1 Introduction

2

Forcsccing urban growth and accordingly predicting future urban extent is always

accepted as a vltal issue for any urban planning decision making process. Cities are

the engines of the economy. As the driving force of economic development, the need

to understand the dynamics of urban land use transitions and forecast urban growth

paltems in an accuratc and efficient manner lS ever more pressing (Candau, 2002).

Effectiyely monitoring and simulating urhan sprawl and its effects on land-usc

pattems ami hydrological processes in an Clrhanizcd watershed are essential for

effective land-use and water resource planning and management (Lin et. aI., 2008).

Different teclmiques and models have already been developed tor simulating the

dynamics of urban gro"th. Urhan rcsearchers have used models to explain urhan form

,mce the early prot of the 19thcentury when von Thunen published his elassic model

of agricultural location with respect to market places in 1826 (CandaCl, 2002), Since

then ditTerent theories and models have been developed worldwide for capl\lllng

urhan growth both at local and reglOna] scale.

Urhanization is one of the most evident human induced global changes worldWide, In

the last 200 years, world population has inereused six times, and the urban population

has multiphed 100 times (Radzieki, 1995). This rapid urban gro"th hus not only

exerted heavy pressures on land and resources in and around the cIties, but aho

resulted in selious environmental and soeio-economic problems. As a resuH,

predlclion or llrban growth and forecasting its a'5soclated pros and cons on human

being, has emerged as a challenge for the pohcy makers. Cities rellect economic,

environmental, tedmological, and social processes in their change, yet all arc in turn

proioundly driven by the evolvmg urban spatial structure itself (Hcrold Cl. aI., 2003).

Modeling tins urban spallal structure has now':Jccome a specialized field of study and

shows the potential to be apphed for elTective planning of urban regions.

A modd can be tenned as an abslraction of an object, system or proecss that penn its

knowledge to he gained about reality by conducting experiments on the model.

Towards this models gene~a1Jzethe c,.,nplexitic, of thc 'y,teln and off~,' an 'll"t'OlCti()l1

of th" rcality thc) tCl'te,cllt. 'lius abstraction may not be as precIse as rea1Jty,but can
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"ffet an ",CUl"te, and more easily un<!cr'tood picture of a pwces8 (Candau, 2002) which

can assIst towards bette~ deci,ion making. An urban system is a complex phenomenon

that evolves through multiple dynamic forces. Research in the understanding,

rcpresentatlon and modeling of the complex I.lrban system has a long tradition in

gcographK research and planning (Alberti & Waddell, 2000; Batty, 1989, 1994). But

still there are some major chal1cngcs to build an accurate and operational model of

urban gro".th and land use dynamics. Predommant among these chal1cngcs are data

availablll(y and the need lor improved methods and theoTY in modeling urban

dynamics (Irwin & Geoghegan, 2001; Longley & Mcscv, 2000; Wegener, 1994), But

in general, the applica\l<m, pcrfomlance, and outputs of urban growth models depend

strongly on the quality and type of the data available for paramelenration, calibration

and validation (B~tty & Howes, 2001; Longley & Mesev, 2000)

At present there is a significant number ofurba.tl models developed worldwide based

on different theoretical underpinnings. They vary a lot in terms of their comp1cxities,

data requiremcnts, spatial resolutions and temporal resolutions. It can be said that

tbere is cUlTently a resurgcnce in urban modeling, primarily because ncw mcthods and

dam have made computcr-based models functional and useful (ools for urban planning

(Hcrold et. al., 2003), This growth has been drivcn by two major factors: improved

representa\lon and modeling or urban dynamics; and incrcased richness of

information in the rorm of multiple spatlal data sets and tools for their processing

(Clarke et, aI" 2002). Enhancement~ m the lic1d of Geographic Information Science

and Rcmote Sensmg have now cnabled this process to he more robust and erfectivc.

Bm most of the urban growth models have been formulated in developed countrics

and have been applied for planning decision makillg in developed cities. Developing

countries are lagging far behmd in this case where unplanned urbanization and rapid

growtb of the cities are gomg on wilhout any comprehensive decision making process

(Kushem and Maniruzzanlun, 2008). Applications of urban growth or land use chmlge

mollels are very limited in lhese cities primarily due to lack of resourecs and lack of

detailed historical land use or socio-cconomic data. Poor dOCi,lmentation of historical

data and lack of a unique mapping procedure is a common scenario in most of the

dcveloping counlnes. Considering these constramts, Kashcm and Maniruzzaman

(2008) found thai SLEUTH urban growth model hascd on the concept of Cellular
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Automata and developed under project Gigalopolis of United States Geological

Survey (USGS) has good potentiality to be transferred to developing COClnlnes.

This stl.ldy has simulated urban growth of Dhaka Metropolitan ATea in a Cellldar

Automata (CA) based environment. It has cahbratcd the SLEUTH CA based model

for this and predicted the fLltnrc growth scenario for different policy decisions in th,S

urban agglomeration. This stndy can be termed a~ the first llThan growth modelmg

exercise in Bangladesh and one of the foremost of its kind IIIdeveloping countries.

1.2 Urban Theory and Modeling
Any modeling initiative should have a sound theoretical basis. A slgnificarlt number

of urban theories have evolved worldwide to conceive the process of urban growth,

though not all of them have tound use in the modeling e)o,erci~es. Through the

development of 3 model a precise language 1, given to a theory abo\lt a system (Liu,

2001). The most widespread use of models in urban geogmphy was dmlng the period

of the q\lantitative revol\ltion in Geography, which heg3Jl in the late 1950's and

continued unll1the Ime 19GO's (Rail}, 1981). Fomlulation oftmnsportation models in

the late 1950', in the face of increased car o\VnerShlp enh3need the apphcation of

urban models f\lrther (C3Jldau, 2002). later on in the late 1970's the 31tention shifted

from using mathematical model, to qualitative analysis in urban re,earch, This

emphasis on qualitative analysis continued untl! the late 1980's, when study on

complex and open systems provided altemallve ways to understand cities as

evolutionary and complex systems (Allen, 1997), The development of geographic

infomlation systems and their integration with urban modeling has also facl1itated

\lrban modeling with neh data sources and new techniques. Despite these

improvements in urban re,earch, the urban theories need to be considered before any

study on urban modeling. This section provides a brief discussion on some popular

urban theories and their applic3tion in urban research.

1.2.1 The von Thiinen Model

Early in the 19th century Johann Heinrich von Thunen developed 3 model of land use

that 8hllwed how market pwcesses could determine the spatial distribution of land
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uses over a theoretical geographi~ ar~a (Figure 1.1). It is easiest to explain this model

in the context of agricultural land use. The model is based on the following

assumptions:

• The city is located centrally within an "Isolated State" \vhich is self-slilTicient

and has no external illfh.lenccs.

• The Isolated State is surrounded by an ulloccupied wilderness.

• The land of the State is completely flat aIld has no rivers or mountains to

interrupt the terrain.

• The soil quality and climate are consistent throughout the State.

• Farmers In the Isolated State tnmsport their own goods to market via oxcart,

across land, directly to the central city. Therefore, there are no roads.

• Fanners behave rationally to maximIze profits.

In an Isolated State with the above statements being true, von Thunen hypothesi/eel

that the agricultural land uses would segregate into a spatially hierarchic struclllrc

(Figure 1.1).

Rent

cattle

CentralMarket Periphery

Distance from City Center

Figure 1.1, The von Thunen ,patial organization of agrLculturnlland use,.

Dairying and intensi,e farming occur closest to thc city. Smce vegetables, fruit, milk

and other dairy products must get to market quickly, they would bc produced closc to

the city Since grains last longer than dairy products and fresh produce they can be

located further from thc city cenler. Ranching is located in the most peripheral area.<;

surrounding the central city. Animals can be rai8ed far from the Clty bccause they arc
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self-1Ullsportillg. Animals can walk to the central city for sale or for butchering.

Bcvond the ranch land lies the unoccupied wl1demess, which is too great a distance

from the central city for any type of agricultural product.

Even though the von Thiinell model is simplistic and was created in a time before the

era of factories. highways, and e,en railroads, II is still an illlportant model m lIrban

studies. The Von Thunen model,s an cxcel1enl111ustration of the b31ance between the

cost of land and transportation. The price of land decreases with increasing distance

from a city. The fanners of the Isolated Stale try to maxunizc profit by balancing the

cost of transportation and land, alld produce Ihe most cost-effective product for

market.

1.2.2 Concentric Zone Theory

Proposed by E.W. Burgess (1926), the Concentric Zone Theory evolved as an

explanatIOn of historical urhan land use development in Chicago. Unlike the von

Thunen approach, Burgess offers a descriptive rather than analytical account of these

urban dynamics (Harvey, 1996). H is proposed that a city's land use may be elassilied

as a senes of concentric zones (Figure 1.2) and that the city grows by expanding the8e

7,ones outwilrd. Zone I is the central business district (CBD) and lies at the center of

the city. Next is the multi-use transitioning Zone 11 with some mlgrant ghetto

residcnees mixed with manufact'Lring. In Zone 11l arc the workmg men's houses, the

area of second generation immlgrants, one step up from Zone II. Zones IV and V are

residential; Zone IV for the belt~r-oIT and Zone V Lorthe eommuteT~.
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Figure 1.2: Concentric Zone Model

Like von Thuneu, Bmgess aSSUmeSa generalized geographic space and strict actlOn

space. Additionally, the illlportant inflLlence oftopography and transportation are not

considered, and the monoccntric city is unreasonable for representing real land use

p3tterns of an urban area,

1.2.3 Central Place Tbeol)'

Central Place Theory was de~iscd by geographer Waller Chnstallcr (1933) in the

course of studying settlement patterns in Southern Germany. In the flat landscape

",here Chrislallcr lived, he observed that towns of a certain S)~ewere roughly

equidistant. Through this observation Chrislallcr examined and defined the functions

of each settlement struC/lire and the size of the hinterland. He found it possible to

model each pattern of settlement locations using geometric shapes such as tliangles

aIld hexagons (Figure 1.3) Thc theory defines a central place as a scttlement having a

number of smaller tov.;ns at an equal distance away from it. These smaller towns use

the central places' shops and seniecs. The central place onl:rs many more goods and

services than a smaller town Call.This framework brought about simple rules:

•
•

The larger ilie settlement, the fewer iliere are of them .

The Jess there are of a settlement, the lar~cr the hmterland (or sphere of

mflucnce) of its scrvices.
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The coombalion below i, the largest settlement and has a vast hinterland. Ii also has

the largest amount of services, Because of this, such conurbations will seldom occur

on the land8cape. The cities, which have fewer services, arc more plentiful and have

mllch smaller hinterlands, This pattem contilJl1cs in a hierarchical [ash",n to Include

smaller settlement, of towns ami vil;,'ges, Each type of settlement will place itself in

relation to the next JaTgcr settlement equidistancc from settlements of the same size.

]0 this way a hexagonal pattern of urban settlements are dispersed across the

landscape.

" bounoory
o villa.ge

0_

o cityo conurbation

o

o

o
o

o

Figure 1.3: ChristalJer's central place model (Candau, 2002)

1.2.4 Sector Theory

The sedor model also known as the 'Hoyt model' was proposed in 1939 by economist

Romer Royt. Re was able (0 improve upon Burgess' Concentric Zone model by

advancing the Sector Theory of urban land w". Based on residential land patterns in

the United States, the location or business is referred (0 indirectly. "The model seeks

to explain the tendency for variolls soe;o-eeollomie groups to segregate in terms of
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their residential location decisions .. ,The model sllggesls thai, over lime, high quality

bousing Icnds to expand outward from an mban cenler along the fastesl travel roules"

(Torrens, lOOGa). The sector mouel (Flgure 1.4) cOll51dcrs direction in addition to

distance as factors shaping residential allocation, 1\lso, it recognizes thaI the CSO i~

not the on1y focal puint of urban activity (Kivell, 1993),

l' Cenlral Business District
2- Wholesale Light Manufactunng
3: Lower-class Residential
4: Mlddle-c1ass Residential
5: Upper"c1ass Res)dential

Flgure 1.4: Sector Model

1.2.5 Multiple Nuclei Theory

Multiple Nuclei Theory, advanced by C. D. Harris and E. L Ullman (1945) is based

on the fad that many lOWI'Sand nearly all large cities have many nuclei that serve as

centers of agglomerative growth rather than a simple CBD around \vhieh all urban

aeti\'i!} revolves (Figure 1.5). "Some of these nuclei arc pre-existing seU1cmenls,

othen'< arise fl'Om urbanization and external economies, Distmcti"e land-usc zones

develop hecause some actlvities repel each other; high-qllality housing does not

generally arise next to industrial areas, and other activIties cannot afford the high

costs of the most dcslfable locations. New industrial areas develop in suhurban

localions smce they require easy a,cess, and outlying business distIlets may develop

for lhe same reason" (Mayhew, 1997). From lhis work, thc idea of clly spalial

strllcture as predominantly cellular evolved. This theory surpassed previous attempts

at explaining the spatial distribution of urban activity by acknowledging important

influences sllch as topography, accessibihty, and historical lrends. Importantly, in
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recognizing the polycentnc structure of cities multiple nuclei theory mOVeScloser to

cxplaimng why urban spatial patterns emerge (Torrens, 2000b) mstead of ollly how,

1: Centra! Business District
2: Wholesale Light
Manufacturing
3: wwer-class Residenlial
4: Middle-class Residential
5: Upper-class Residential
6: Heavy Manufac!lning
7: Outlying Business District
8: Residential Suburb
9. Industrial Sl.lblirb

Figure 1.5: Mlliliplc-nuclei model

J .2.6 Zipfs Rank-Size I,aw

Fmlt explained by Zipf (1949) the rank-size law of cities has been one of the most

conspicuous empirical facts in economics, or in the social SClenccs generally (Gabiax,

1999) This law links, through a Imcar rclatiollsh,p, cities' freql.lency of occurrence to

thelrunit size, According to Zipf, irthe population ofa town is multiplied by il8 Tank,

the sum will equal tlle population of the highest ranked city.

As Gablax (1999) explained:

To visualize Zipj"s law, we rake a counllY (for m,vlance Ihe United Slates), and order

the cities by population: No. J IS New York, No, 2 I,VLos Angeles, e/{;. When we draw

"Xraph; on the y-axis we place Ihe log of the mnk (N. Y. has log rank In 1, L.A, log

rank In 2), and on the x-axis the log of the populatioll of the corresponding Clly

(which WIll he culled the "size" ofrhe "M We rake. !Ike (Kruxman, 1996), the 135

Amencan mrtrap(Jluan areaS listed in the Srarisriral Ahstract of rhe United States for

1991.

The re~ult of such a plOI is a stmit line with a slope of -1 and an r
1 of nearly 1,0. What

I:;so surprising abollt this result is that there is no top-down policy that would cau~e it
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to be so. The pattern is emergent. Further, similar results can be achieved for most

countries in the modem period (Rosen and Resnick, 1980), for other periods ill U.S.

hlslOry (Zipf, 1949; Rosen and Resnick, 1980; Krugman, 1996), as wen as in other

countries for different periods. (It must be noted, however, thallmportant examples of

exceptions to the rule do exist: London, UK" Paris, France, and Tokyo, Japan among

others,)

1.2.7 Bid-Rent Theory

Taking (he von Thtlnen model one step (arther, the bid-rent theory popularized by

Alonso (\964) oflcrs lin explanation of the spatia! distribu\lon that VOIl Thlinen

descnbed. Since transport costs rise ''lith distance from the market, rents generally

tend to fall correspondingly, but different forms of land usc (retali, service, indl.lstrial,

hOl.lsmg, or agricultural) generate different bid-rent curves (Figure 1,6), The urban

land uscr seeks central locations, but lS willing to acccpt a lo~ation furtheT from the

elty ecnter ir rents are lower in ~ompensation. The use thal can extract thc greatest

relurn fl'Om a site will be the sue~essfnl bidder. Illustrating bid-rent theory in an

alteration of von Thunen's model, Alonso (1964) in a study of housing, compared the

quantity or land needed, and variations in lhe amount of income useu on land,

transport costs, and on all goods and services. If the afllOlltit of good<;and serVl~es is

held constant, the pri~e of land should decrease with increasing distan~e from the

center and a pattern of housing stock will emerge. The ql.lantity of land that may be

bought should increase with distance from the centcr, but commuting costs will rise

wlth distance from the center. From this hasic principle Alonso illl.lstrated how the

well-off will choose the amenities oflower densIty housing at the edge of the city, and

pay the price of commuting over distance, while the poor remain in hIgh density

residences near the city center, Each household represents a halanee between land,

goods, and accessihility to the workplace (Mayhew, 1997).

•
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Shopping zone

Commerclll
(office) zone

Re,idential lone

Ret.1I

,,
'0
Dlotancefrom ,en\re_

Figure i.G: Bid Rent Curve

rhe assumptions 0[\'011 ThUnen and Alonso present a greatly simplified geographic

and decision space thai is far from reality. However, their models do reneet some

aspects of dynamic urban morphology and the bid-rent curves describe how these

patterns emerge.

1.2.8 Theory of automata

The themie, discussed ahove are based primarily on empirical observation of a

partlculur urban area_ Many hypotheses on how these urban stmctures mise (such as

equilibrium between forces or concentralion and dispersion, agglomeration of

economies, or maximization of social interaction) propose a constraint that controls

system evohdion (Candau, 2002). However, evidence to support such universal

constramts has not been demonstrated explicitly. Rather, most convlnemg

interpretations reveal macro-scale pattern arising from the micro.sca1c interactions of

the components that make up the system (Candau, 2002), The theory of automata is

plimarily based Oil this idea which is now widely applied for explaining the evolLdion

of ditTerent complex systems. Chapter 2 provides more discussion on this theory.
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1.3. Brief History of Cellular Automata

In the 1930's Alan Turing proposed a hypothetical machmc with limited

specificallons and ranges of action that was capable of computing anything thal could

be computed. Using simple niles and given an appropriate initial state, this machine,

or automaton, cOllld evolve into a rephca or itself and have the ability to produce

further copies_ Hypothetically, this "Universal Tllnng Machine" was the one meta-

machme needed to build any system, In the 1940's, inspired by Turing's ,~ork, 101m

von l\'ucmann (origmator or game theory and pioneer in set theory and quantum

mechanics) in collaboTalion with renowned mathematician Standislav Vlam (who

worked on Monte Carlo simulation and the Manhattan Project atomic bomb)

developed Cellular Automata (CA) as a framework for investigating the logical

underpinnings of life. Von NucmaJlli (1966) proposed his new "theory of automata"

as a coherent body of concepts and princIples concerning:

thc structure and organization of both natural and artificial systems,

2. the role oflangllagc and informatIOn in such systcms.

3. thc programming and control ofsuch systems.

TIllS theory was expressed in Conway's CA Game of Life popularizcd by Gardner in

1970. RLllcs of this aLltomata theory arc as follows: If a black cell has 2 or 3 black

ncighbors, it stays hlack. lfa black cell has less than 2 or more than 3 black neighbors

it bccomes wh,te. 11'a whitc cell has 3 black neighbors, it becomes black. De;pite its

Slmplicity, thc system achie~es an impressive diversity of hehavior, f1nctuating

bctwccn apparent randomncss and order. One of the most apparcnt features of the

Game of Lile is thc frequent occurrence of glidcrs, arrAngements of cells that

essentially move themselves acro~s the grid, It is possible to arrange the automaton so

that thc gliders interact to perfoml computations, and at1er much cftort it has been

shown that the Game of Life can emulate a llnlversal Turing machine. Later on the

works ofWolrram (1983), Cook (1990), Wollram (2002) etc. enriched this concept of

CA further and still now a significanlnllmher of research is going on in vanOU5 fields

based on this theory.
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A fomlallink b"l"ecn CA and geographic phenomena was made by Tobler's Cellular

ficography (1979) where the implicitly spatial natl.m, of the transition rules made CA

'The geographical lype of model par excellence" (Couclelis, 1985). In 1985 Helcn

COlLclclis presented a simple cellular molleling framework for land use based on

discrete structure theory. Also during the 1980's and early 1990's much work was

done identifying urban systems as fractal forms and complex systems (Burroughs,

1981; Batty and Longley, 1986; Batty and Longley, 1987; Batty and Longley, 1988;

Ba!ty ct a!., 1989; LAmgleyel al" 1990; Bally, 1991; White and Engelen, 1993; White

el aI., 1993).

1.4. Cellular Automata and Urban Modeling

CA offer an interesting aml innovative approach to the SILldyof urban systems. In

recent years there has been prolific application of CA models to urban systems. CA

models have heen employed in the exploration of a diverse range of urban

phenomena, from traffic simulation and regional-scale I.lrbanization to land-usc

dynamics, polyeentricity. historical urbanization, and urban development. CA models

of sprawl, socio-spatlal dynamics, segregation, and gentrilieation have been

developed, as have simLllations of urban foml and location analysis (O'Sl.lllivan and

Torrens, 2000; Portugali, 2000; White, 1998). The populanty of urban CA models is

in part due to weaknesses in the existing stoek of urban models (Torrens, 2000b), but

also owes much to several advantageous properties that CA offer. CA models have

become popular largely because they are tractahle, generate a dyllamlcs which can

replicate traditional processes of change through diffusion, bl.ll contain enough

complexity to simulate surprising and novel change as reliceted in emergent

phenomena (Almeda eL al., 2(03).

CA models aTe rlexible in that Lheyprovide a framework which is not overburdened

wllh lheoretical asSl.lmpllons, and which i~applicable to space represented as a rasler

or grid. As planning tools, CA urban models have several benefits: they are

mleraetive, potential olltcomes can be visualized and quantified, they ean be closely

linked with GIS and raster hascd spatial data derived from remote sensing p1atfonns

are easily mcorporated into the CA modeling en~ironmcnt (Coudelis, 1997).
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Allhough pure CA models have been quite successful at recrealing patterns of urban

development, they have been criticl~ed for their seeming mability to aCcOlmt for

processes llriving urban change (Jantz e1. a1" 2003). Recently, advances have been

made in developing hybrid CA that can incorporate process-based factors, Webster

and Wu (2001), for example, incorporate microcconomic urban theory into a spatially

cxpbcit CA to investigate the effect, of alternative planning regimes on land-use

patterns, CA models haye also been used (0 simulate diffeTent types of urban forms

(Yeh ami Li, 2001) and development densities (Yeh and Li, 2002), and to investigate

the evolution of urban spatial structure over time (White and Enge1cn, 2000). Chapter

2 provides morc discllssion on different CA applications for urban research.

1.5 Objectives of the Stud)'

Slmlilation of historical urban growth paves the way for effective planning decision

making for future Considering its importance, the aim of this study was determined

to calibTate the SLEUTH urban growth model for Dhaka and thereby to simulate the

growth dynamics of Dhaka Metropolitan Area, Specific objectives of this study can

be specified as below:
1, Adapt the SLEUTH Urban Grov,th Model for Dhaka MetTOpolitan Area.

2. Simulate urban growth dynamic~ of Dhaka Metropolitan Area using CA-hased

uThan growth model,

3. Predict urban growili of Dhaka Metropolitan Area for different policy

scenarlOS.

1.6 Scope of the Study

Discussions of Chapter 1 rcvealed that, worldwide alTeady significant research has

been done in the field of urban growth modeling based on different theories and

teehmques, But this kind of exercise is yet to he conducted in Bangladesh and very

few examples are there from other de~eloping cOlltltries. From this perspective, thc

presenl study has got a huge scope to harness the thcoretlcal and technical capabJlitics

developed worldwide. The scopes of this study encircle around thc simulation of the
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historical LIrballgrO\vth pattern of Dhaka Metropolitan Area. It is evaluated to whal

extent the urban growth pallem of the study area can be simulated in a Cellular

Automata (CA) environment, Future gm"th 8cenarios for different planning conlexts

are also pre<:hcledhere (0 identIfy their influences on the overall growth pattem of the

shldyarea.

1.7 Limitations ofthe Study

This study had to overcome lots of limitations lowards its successful completion

Some oflhe cOllslramts have simply reduced the efficiency of the model and some has

lengthened the dllra(ion of this study. Some of the 1imitati<ln~ of the study can be

briefly discussed as follows

1, Bangladesh has no formal documentation process of historical maps. Survey

of Bangladesh (SoB) is the prime authority of Bangladesh assigned with !.he

job of sllrvey and map preparation. Diflhent planning and development

authorities also prepare maps of their respective area, but usually they also

rely on !.he maps provided by SoB anJ do not have a good documentatIon

process of historical maps. The problem with SoB is that, it is under the

Ministry of Defense and most of the historical topographic maps here are

gratuitously marked 'Restricted'. 11was found that al!.hough SoB pllbli~hed

different histoneal maps of Dhaka. that cover only (he Dhaka City Corporation

area. To get (he data or whole Dhaka Metropolitan Area only the topographic

maps can give some assistance. After eontinnolLS effort to collect these

topographic maps, this researcher failed to come out with any map from SoB.

2. This study had to rely on maps from different sources to get the historical

urban extent and transportation data of the ~tudy area. 11is cxpccteuthat maps

nom same sourec would increase the reliability on the data. But, after failing

tQ collect maps from SoB, the study had to be done with data from different

sources.

3, Non cooperation of government agencies IS a common problem with any

re"earch in Bangladesh. Unnecessary restriction on data accessibility and

undue time consnmption for simple official paper work by thcse agencies

dalllpen the spirit of any research initiative, Before going to the SoB, this
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researcher also ",enl [0 the Space Research and Remote Sensing Organiz,allon

(SPARRSO) for getting access to the satellite images they have, But after

three weeks of continuous eITotis they informed (hal they do not have fillY

recent s3tellite mlagc of Dhaka and only the Landsat images before (he year

2000 can be purchased from them (",hich is 31rcady available free of cost on

the Tnlemct).

4. Digital Elevation Modd (DEM) data with good resolution could not be

availed for this study. For preparing the Slope layer, this study had to rely on

the 90 meter OEM data of Shutt1c Radar Topographic Mission (SRIM) of

NASA. Alter querying different local agencies it was found that none of them

ha~e the DEM data of whole DMA with any beller resolution. DEM with

higher resolution wOllld surely increase the effectivencss of the findings ofthis

sllldy.

1.8 Organization of the dissertation

This (k,sertation has been orgalll~ed in >uch a way that anyone can easily undcrstand

the work flow and findings of this study. Chapter two provides a review of diffcrent

prevl<)tLsapplications of CA models. Here it has particularly focused on thc previous

applications of the SLEUTH model. Chaptcr three dIscusses on the structurc and

workmg procedure of the SLEUTH model. This model has been explored in this

chapter hy its different components, data requircments, calibration and prediction

proccdure and dIfferent other charactcristics. Chapter four discusses the mcthodology

of this study. Chapter Iivc provides a brief discussion on the study arca, i.e. Dhaka

Metropolitan Area (DMA). Chapter six elaboratcly discusses on the calibration results

of SLEUTH for DMA. Chapter se~en rocuscs on the prediction stage of the model. In

this chapter discussion is provided on development of future policy scenario for DMA

and prediction of liS grO\~1h for those scenarios. Chapter eight concludes the

dIssertation with a bricfrevievv' of the Silldy
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework and Literature Review
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2.1 Introduction

Significant research on urban growth modeling and simulation has already been

conducted worldwide. Chapter I has mentioned some of these works Bllt bdorc

going inlo further study on urban growth simulation, previous works on this issue

need to be reviewed elalwralely_ City is a complex system that evohes through

integrated effeds of multifarious socia!, economic, environmental and geographical

phenomena, So, modeling this kind of system should get adequate focus on how to

simulate these complexities efficiently (forrens, 2000a). CA is a good mechanism for

exploring emergence in complex adaptive systems like urban areas, Modeling and

simulations in the spalial domain is now extensively done using the teclmiques of CA,

although there are other approaches to model process in space and lime mcludmg the

geo-statistical approaches, differential equations, etc (Sudhira, 2004). In this literature

review, at first some classifications of urban grO\~th models are di8cll5sed, which 1S

followed by discussion on the theory of CA and reVlew of 80me major applications or

CA for urban growth modeling. Application; of SLEUTH urhan growth modcl arc

broadly reviewed here based on which this study proceeded (hmugh its application lor

Dhaka Metropolitan Area,

2.2 Classification of Urban Growth Models

As stated m the previous section, a slgnifieant number of lIrban growth and land lIse

change models have been developed worldwide, which have followed different

theoretical basis. There have been several attempts to classify these modcls either

based on tbeir theoretical framework or on thcir level and extent of application.

Wilson (1974) prop08ed a classification scheme based on the dominanl techmque

used in model building. Batty (1970) distinguished between substantive and design

criteria for model classification. Issaev et al. (1982) mentions four possible

approaches to model classification: "(a) construction of a Jist of attributes

characterizing aspects of the models, (b) specification ofa set of criteria serving as a

general evaluation Jramcwork, (c) construction 01' an 'ideal' model as a frame of

reference for judging all other models, and (d) cross-comparison of models on the

basis of general structure characteristics of these models. Stahl (1986) suggests a
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number of substsntive criteria for classifying bU:;)ness location models including

lsalles of theory and model purpose. Four main categories of models were

distinguished by Bria,soulis (2000):

a. statistl<;al and econometric models

h. spatial mleractionmodels

c, optimization models, and

d, integrated models.

Briassoulis (2000) categorized Cellular Automata based models as regional

simulation model under the integrated models realizing its integrated approach of

simulallon considenng almost all the vital players ofurhan growth.

2.3 Theory of Cellular Automata

The theory of Cellular Automaton (CA) has been widely used to simulate urban

growth for past few years. H was developed by the physicist Stanislaw Ulam in (he

IY408 and was soon used by von Neumaml to investigate the logical nature of self-

reproducing systems (While and Engelen, 1993). Urban Celll.llar Automata have been

developmg rapidly for lhe simulation of complex urban syslems since the lale 80s

(Yeh and Li, 2002). A number of interesting investIgations have already been

documented (Batty and Xie, 1994, White and Enge1cn, 1993, Clarke and Gaydos,

1998) CA models require that space should be represented as a grid of cells that can

change state as the model iterates These changes are regulated by mles that specify a

set of neighborhood condilions to be met beforc a change in slale can occur

(O'Sullivan, 2002). The main idea behmd CA is "not to describe a complex sy~tem

with romplex cquations, but lei thc complexity emerge by interaction of _nmple

individuals following simple rules" (Schatten, n.d.). Essential properties of CA can be

defIned as (Schattcn, n.d.):

o a regular n-dimensional lattice (11 is in most cases of one or two <.bmensions),

whcrc each cell of lhis lattice has a d,screte state,

D a dynamical behavior, described by S" called l7IIes, These rules describe thc state

of a cell for the next time slep, depending on the states of the cells in the

neighborhood of the celL
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Urban landscape can be tessellated according to its land use or spalial extent of

development. This cell-based framework can he utilized to apply the theory of

mdomata and thereby to model its complex structure using simple transition ru1cs,

2.4 Application orCA for Urban Growth Modeling
Early proposals for the use of CA in urban modeling tended to stress their pedagogic

use in demonstrating how global paUerns emerge from local actions (Almeida et.al.,

2003). But increasingly models have heen proposed which depart from the basIc

elements (ColLclelis, 1985; Tobler, 1979). Strict CA follows highly locah~ed

neighborhoods where change takes place purely as a functlon of what happens in the

immediate vicinity 01' any particular cell. Action-at-distance is forbidden for it is

argued that the intnnsic dynamics which generates emergent phenomena althe global

leveL lS entirely a product of local decisions which have no regard to what is

happenmg outside their lmmediate neighborhood (Batty, 2000). Early models such as

Tohler's (1970) model of Detroit and Couc1elis's (1989) model of developer behavior

ln Los Angeles were pedagogic in this spirit, yet the attractiveness of the upproaeh

which grew alongside the enormous interest In GIS, hus eventually led to a nurry of

more practical applicatlOns to urban problems. In this, the stnd adhercnce of CA to

the most local of neighborhood is ine~itably relaxed, ami the models that ha~e

emerged arc best called cell-space~CS models rather than CA (Albm, 1975),

White and Engelen (1993) developed a CA to model the spatial stnlcture of uTban

land use o~er time. They found that for rcalistic parameter values, the model produces

fra.etal or bifractal land usc stmcture for the urbanized area and for each individual

land use type, They also found that the ceHular approach makes it possible to achieve

a high level of spatial detail and realism and to link the results directly to general

theories of 8truclural evolution,

Wu (1996) developed a linguistic CA based simulation approach. He integrated CA

with helll;stically defined transition -m1cs to sinllllate land usc conversions in the

mral-urban fnngc of a fast gro,~ing metropolis. He applied fuzzy set theory to capture

the uncoordinated land development process. An ilillovative feature of this integrated

,
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approach jies in its defini lion of transition nIles through a 'natnral1anguage interface' ,

thus being more realistic and tnmsparcnt.

O'Sullivan and Torrens (2000) focused on the difficulties with the representation of

human system8, and suggest that many modifications to smlplc CA introduced in

modeling cities are responses to these problems_ They propose a two-pronged

approach (0 research. First, for operallOnal model-building many variations Oil the CA

theme arc required and should be welcomed; and second theoretically motivated

yariallOns of the CA [omlalism arc required sO that the pos"hlc effects on model

dynamic behavior may he more systematieal1y explored.

Almeida ct. aI. (20m) proposed a smlCture for slmulating urban change based on

esllmating land use transitions using e1cmentary probabilistic methods which draw

mspiration from Baycs' theory anu the related 'weigbts of evidence' approach. The8e

land use change probabihties drive a CA model based on eight cell Moore

neighborhoods implemented through empirical land use allocation algorithms. The

model framework was applied to a medium-sized town, Bauru, in the west of Sao

Paulo State, Brazil. They showed how various socio-economie and infraslructural

factors can bc combined using the weighls of evidence approach which cnabled them

to predict thc probabihty of changes between land use types in different cells of the

system. The,e modding experiments support the essential logic of adopting Bayesian

empirical method8 whlCh synthesize "arious infoJlllation about spatial infrastructure

as the driver of urban land use changc,

Liu and Andersson (2004) examined the impact of the degrec of tcmporal dynamics

on the behavior of an urban growth model \vhich is based on a modified Markov

random field and probabilistic cellular automata, Experimental results from this case

study suggested that the degree of temporal dynamic; does havc an important impact

on the urban morphology produced by the model. Too much or too little dynamics

could both lead to unrealistic patterns, However, the impact seems to vary for

processes with different levels of change intensIty. Tn the case of a process with

moderate changcs, the impact of temporal dynamics i8 also moderate, for a proces8

wlth high change rate, the degrec of temporal dynamics affccts the model output

significantly.
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2.5 Application of SLEUTH Model

The majority of SLEUnI applications have been for llrban forecasting or for

integrated modeling of uTban growth wlth some other social or physical process

model or rImming effort. The application of SLEUTH to the San Francisco Bay area

by Clarke ct a1. (1997) was the first major apphcation of the model to a melropolitan

region. In tbis research, the historical urban extent was determined from cartographlC

and remotely sensed sources from 1850 to 1990, Using this infom1311on, coupled wlth

transporlatioll and topographic data, animations of the spatial grO\~1h pattem~ wcre

created, statistics describing the Rpatial growth were calculated, and the model was

used to predict future urbanization.

In addition to modeling extant urban regions, SLEUTH has been lIsed as a tool for

theoretical investIgations of urban processes. Bier,,:agen's (2003) dissertation focused

on simulating generic urbun foms and examining the eOimeetedness in the land;cape

in order to aSSeSthe viabllity of different lIman growth forms on butterfly habitat.

Goldstem ct a!. (2004) compared uSing SLEUTH for the "baekeasting" of urban

extent with spaliotemporal interpolation, As a backeasting tool, SLEUTH has been

used extensively, most notably in Herold et aI. (1003), where the use of landscape

melries in the historical development or an urban region is presented, and by

Goldstein et a1. (2000), where histoneal urban-wildfire eonniets are investigated.

While early applications of SLEUTH foellsed solcly on the modeling of urban

growth, the coupling of the D~ltatron model, the portion that simulates land use

change, increased the model's ability to represent multi-atbibute landscape change

oyer time. Camlall and Clarke (2000) document this sub-model, and its lise for

modeling land use change in the MAlA (Mid-Atlantic Tntegrated Assessment) region

of US Environment Protection Agency (EPA). Much like Clarke et al. (1997), the

paper IS a documentation on how the laml usc change CA model (De1tatron)

funclion,.
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In any application of SLEUTH, one of the most lime consuming processes is the

calibration. While briefly discussed in Clarke ct a1. (1997) and in Clarke and Gaydos

(1998), Silva and Clarke (2002) present a more refined focus on the calibration of

SLEUTH durmg (he application of the model 10 Lisbon and Porto, Portugal The

paper presents four key findings from the application: (I) SLEUTH is a universally

portable model that can not only be applied to North American cities, but to European

and international cities as well; (2) increasing the spatial resolution and detail of the

input dala~els makes the model more sensitive to local conditions; (3) using a

mulllslagc 'Brute force' cahbralion method can better refine (he model parameters to

lind those that best replicatc thc historical growth palterns of an urban system; and (4)

the parameters derived from model calibration can be compared between (hrferent

systems, and thc interpretation can provide thc foundation for understanding the urban

growth processes unique to each urban system,

The work of Silva and C1arke in documenting (he calibration process of SLEUTH III

their application of the model to Lisbon and Porto provided a basis for the work of

others applying SLEUTH (Jantz et aL 2003; Yang and Lo 2003; Dietzel and Clarke

2004), and made those applications more robust through a better understanding of the

calibration proce,s.

Most recently an important advance has been made in the use of SLEUTH; COlIplmg

model outputs wlth other spatiotemporaI models to pruvide greater insight into

problems dealing with future urbanization. Some or these applications involved the

coupling of SLEUTH outP\lts with social modding efforts, while others rest more in

the domain of physically-based modeling. Claggett et at (2004) were successful in

couphng SLEUTH with the Western Futures Model (Theobald 2001). By doing so,

they demonstrated the ability of SLEUTH to move beyond just providing a

spatiotemporal picture of lIrban growth, blIt actually categorizing the growth into

different classes of 'development pressure' based on forecasted population growth,

Working almost in parallel, Leao et al. (2004), cOllpled SLEUTH OLltpnls with a

multi-criteria evalualion of landfill suitability (SiddIqui et aI. 1996) to detennine

zones around Porto Alegre City (Brazil) where future land would not be urbani7.ed,

yet was suitable for landfills. Arthur (2001) coupled SLEUTH to an urban runoff

model in Chester County, Pennsylvania. Cogan et al. (2001) compared using
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SLEUTH outputs with the California Urban Futures model (Landis, 1994) of urban

development to assess stresse~ on biodiversity_ "lin ct. a1. (2008) applied a framework

to the SLEUTH with the Conversion of Land Use and lIs Effects (CLUE-s) model

using historical SPOT images to predict urban sprawl in the Paochiao watershed in

Taipei COllnty, Taiwan. These researches demonstrate that SLEUTH can be

succc,>sfully coupled with other models displaying the potential of the model to be

incorporated mt" a wide alTay of applications ranging from urban development 10

cnviroml1enlai assessment and beyond.

SLEUTH has been used for exploratory visualization as well. Acevedo and Masuoka

(1997) presented the general methodologies used to create 2-D and 3-D animations of

the Baltimore-Washington DC region. Candau (2000) presented the possible ways of

visualizing the uncertainty of the location of urban gro",th in a SImulated landscape.

Aerts et aL (2003) continued this thread by experimenting with sllhjects about their

understanding of the uncertainty of the forecasted urban grovvth in a section of Santa

BaTbara using 1\\'0 dIfferent tcclmiques. While the myriad of vIsllalization techniques

has expanded since SLEUTH's introduction, the understanding and interpretation of

smllliation forecasts is still a nascent research topic, especially given the accessibility

of modem visu3liz3tion techniqLl<:sto stakeholders.

Candau (2002) applied the model to Santa Barbara m C31jfornia as an example to

s(lldy urban growth. It was found that SLEUTH calibration was not scalable across

image resoli.ltions and data from (he last 40 years proved more effective for

cahhration than including (he entire historical prolilc available. Jau(z and colleagues

applied the SLEUTH model in Baltimore-Washington metropohtan aTea (23, 700

km2) in the United States usiug a historic time series remote sensing imagery for

assessing the impacts of alternative p::.licy scenarios on declining water quality in the

Chesapeake Bay estuary (Jantz ct al. 2003), In this application, future growth was

projected to 2030 under three different policy sc~narios (current trends, managed

growth, ecologically Sllstainablc growth). Result sl,owcd that SLEUTIJ: has all ability

to address many regional planning issues, but spatial accuracy and scale sensitivity

musl be considcred for practical applications.
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Oguz et. al. (2007) used the SLEUTH urban growth model, closely coupled with a

land transition model, to slmulatc future urban growth in the Houston metropolitan

area, one of the fastest growing metropolises in the United States during (he past three

deeaue,. The model was calihrated with historical data extracted from a lime series of

salel1ite images. Prior to the work ofOguz, Sangawongsc (2006) integrated remOle1y-

sensed images and Geographical Infonnalion Systems (GIS) dala into the SLEUTH

model to analyze land -llse/Jand- cover dynamics in Chiang Mm city and its vicinity_

2.6 Conclusion

Urban growth and laud use change models are already being applied for planning

de{:l"ion making in developed countries, As an integrated part or planning Decision

Support Sy,lcm (DSS), urban models aTenow also proved to be an effectlve mean for

puhlic participation in urban and regional planning, But m developing countries, the

application of urban model~ is very scarce and planning deClsion making process is

lagging far behind here than those of the developed conntrics. Kashem and

Maniruzzaman (2008) showed that SLEUTH urban gro"th model has prospects for

being transferred to developing countries. They also found that, although the

SLEUTH model docs not consider the socio-economic factors of land use change

expliCll1y within its framework, it is very effective to predict future urban growth

based on the previous growth pattern. Different scenarios Lor different planning

decisions can also he projected through this model by changing the inpm data. Other

models ean also be transferred to developing countries, but their data requirement or

necessary expertise may make them dlfficult to he applied in developing countries.

Although application of urban models depends on data availability and the context of

the target area, further study and research is needed ill this regard to Ilnd om which

model has the highest potential for use in developing countries. This study is one of

the first imliat)ve, (0 adapt the CA based SLEUTH model in the developing country

context.
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3.1 Introduction

The urban growth model SLElJTH, uses a modified Cellular Automata (CA) to model

(he ~pread of urbanization across a landscape (Clarke et at, 1996, 1997). Its name

comes from the GIS data layers that are incorporated into the model- Slope, Landuse,

Exclusion layer (where growth canllot occur), Urban, Transportation, and Hillshade. It

is a C program running under lH,,'IX that uses the standard gnu C compiler (gee) and

may be executed in parallel.

The urban gro\~th model is the main component of SLEUTH and this study will

utilize it for simulating the growth dynamics of Dhaka. The Deltatroll land use model

is the second component, and it is implemented as an optional add-in that is tightly

coupled with, and driven by, simulated urban growth. Complete documentation and

downloadable code of this model can be found at the Project Gigalopolis website:

wv,'w.ncgia.Ucsb.edu/projects/ gig.

In an effort to more realistically portray urban growth, some of the formalisms of

Slmple CA have been relaxed in SLEUTH (Candau, 2002). LIke a standard CA,

SLEUTH begins with an initial sel of conditIOns, after thal some transition rules are

apphed. Here the initial conditions are defined by some input image data. The input

data serve as layers of information that create a non-homogenous cellular space and

influence cell transition suitability (Candau, 2002). Some growth paTamelers affect

the transition rules sequenually. These growth parameters may be altered at the end of

each time step by the self-modification behavior of SLEUTH. Cahbration using the

mpul Image data produces these growth parameters which can he applied for

predicting future growth scenario of the concerned urban area. This chapter discusses

the data requin;mlenl, urban growth process, calibration and forecasting procedure of

SLEUTH.
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3.2 Data Requirement for SLEUTH

As stated in the previous section, some raster data defines the milial state of the CA

simulation space for SLEUTH. It uses following geographic data to generate an initial

system configuration and transition sUItability surface (Candau, 2002):

Slope

Topography, in general temlS, creates the most basic definition of area available for

urban development. Because of ease of development, flat expanses arc the easiest to

build upon. Lands get less hospitable as slope increases, and eventually become

impossible to develop due to ,tmetural infeasibility. The point where structures arc no

longer built due to slope constraints is defined as (;RJTlr-AL _ ~LOI'J::.

Land-use

Land-usc classes additional 10urban may be modeled in SLEUTH, This is all optlOnal

input, and was llot uUli,ed in this srndy.

Exclusion

Areas not available to urbanization are included in the exclusion layer. Water bodies,

parklands, and naUonal forest are all good examples of commonly excluded landu,e

types, The exclusion layer is not necessarily binary and may include levels, or

probabilities, of growth resistance.

Urban

This is a binal)' claSslfication: urban or non-urban. How "urban" is defined is

application dependent. Methods used in the past lIlclude digitizing city maps and

aerial pholographs, thresholding remotely senloed images or block densities from

censu; data. For calibration, the earliest urban year is used as the seed, and subsequent

urban layers, or cOIl/rol years, aTe used lo measure several statistical best fit values.

For this reason, at !east four urban layers arc needed for calibration: one for

initialization and three additional for a least-squares calculation.
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Tmnsportatl(m

A transportation network can have an important role in a city's developing structure.

Due to increased accessibility, urban comdors tend to reach out :IiOln (he city core

along modes of transportation. The transportation infrastructure expands with cily

gro\\'lh. To include the dynamic effect of transportation in calibration, several road

layers that change over time are desirable. SLEUTH is initialized wilh the earliest

road layer. As growth cycles, or "time", pass and the date for a mOre recent road layer

is reached, the new layer is read in and development proceeds. The roads arc not

Ilecess<lrily binary, bul may be weighted to simulate one section of road's greater

attractiveness to urbanization relative (0 another section of road.

Hil1shadc

A grayscale backgrOlmd Image gives context to the spatial data generated by the

model. 11is USeflll for describing location and scale as ",ell as topography. This layer

is not an active input for model simulation, but can greatly assist the v]Sual

exanlinatlon and analysis of model outpnt image.

3.3 SLEUTH Urban Growth Model

Calibration of SLEUTH produces a set of five paranleters (coemcients) that describe

an individual growth characteristic and when combined with other characteristics can

desclibe several different growth processes (Teitz ct. al., 2005). For this model, the

transItion rules between time pcriods are unifonn acTOSSspace and are applied in a

nested set of loops. Thc outermost loop executes each growth period, and an inncr

loop executes growth rules for a single year. Clarke and Gaydos (1998) describe the

initial condition set as the "seed" layer, from which growth and change occur one cell

al a lime, each cell acting independently of the others, until patterns emerge during

growth and the "organism" leams more about its environment. The transition rules

im'olve taking a cell at random, investigating the spatla] properties of its

nelghhorhood, and then urbanizmg the cell, depending on probabilities inf1ucnced by

other local characteristics (Clarke, Hoppen, and Gaydos, 1997). FIve cocIlicients

(discussed in section 3.3.1) control thc behavior of the system and are predctcrmined

by the user at the outset of every model run (Canda"" 2000; Clarke and Gaydos, 1998;
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Clarke d, al. 1997). The parameters drive the four transition rules that simulate four

types of urban growth: spontaneous (of suitable slope and distance from existing

centers), diffusive (new growth cenlers), organic (infill and edge growth), and roau-

innuctlccd (a function of road gravity and density), These growth rules are discussed

m detail in section 3.3.2.

3.3.1 Growth Coefficients

Five coefficients, or parameters, affed how the growth rules are applied. Each

coefficient may be an integer bel"een 0 and 100, Comparing simulated land cover

change to a study area's historical data and calculating linear regression, goodness-of-

fit scores (r2) calibrate these values. The descriptions below outline the five

coefficient values, which transition rules they affect, and how the applied values are

derived from the coefficients, This description is compiled from Candau (2002), Teitz

et, ai, (2005) and the Glgalopolis website.

Dispersion Coefficient;

Thc dispersion coejJicient (or diffusion corjJieient) controls the nl.lmber of times a

pixel will be randomly selected for possible urbanization during spontaneous growth.

An applied vall.le is derived from the dc'persi()n coejjicient by:

,bspet'swn _value~ (dispersion Joejjidenlx 0.005) x J(flrows' + I1cols')

so that dispersion_value at its maximum (where d"persioJl-,"oejficieJlt is defined as

100) will be 50% of the image diagonal.

The dispersion_value is then applied to spontaneous growth by:

for ( k ~ 0; k < dispersion value; k++ (

select pixel Ii,j) at random;

try to urbanize (i,j);

}

The dlsprrsion coeffiCient also controls how many "steps", Of p'xels, make up a

random walk along the transportation network on a road nip as part of road-

influenced growth.
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•
The dispersion coefficienr is applied to road-injluenced gmwth by:

/"Un_val"e~ dJsper.,,(),,_coefficient

where rim value is the maximum number of steps traveled along the road network.

Breed Coefficient:

The hreed coefficient determines the probability of a pixel urbanized by 'pomaneous

{;row/Ii becoming a new spreading center.

The breed coefficient is applied to /lew spreading center {iTowrh by:

Given: a newly urbanized spontaneous growth pixel 0, j).

if ( random number < breed coefficient {

attempt to urbanize two neighbors;
}

The hreed coefficient also determines (he number of times a road trip will be taken

during road-mfluenced grow/h.

The breed coelTicient is applied \0 road-influenced growth by:

for ( k ~ 0; k <~ breed_coefficient; k++ ) {

head off on a road trip;
}

Spread Coeflicient:

The spread cvefficlcnl determmes Ihe prohability that any pixel that is part of a

spreading center (a cluster of three or more pixels in a mne cell neighborhood) will

generate an addItional urban PiXel in its neighborhood.

The spreud coejficwnt is applied 10edge growth by:

if ( random_number < spread_coefficient) {
attempt to urbanize neighboring pixel;
}

Slope Coefficient:

The stopr coefficient affects all growth rules in !he same way. When a loeatJon IS

being tested for snitability of urbanization, the slope at that location is considered. ;,

Instead of enforcing a simple lillear rel~tionship between the percent of slope and

urban development, the slope coefficient acts ~s a multiplier. Hthe slope coefficient is

high, increasingly steeper slopes are more likely to fail the slope lest. As the slope
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coelT1cientgets closer to zero, an increase III loc31 slope has less affect on the

likelihood of urbanization (FiglJre 3.1),

slope
GOllffleient
.W

slope
cogftic:iBm
appro30hl"90

,

~Iop. coefficienl
approaching 100

CRITICAL_SLOPE

Percent Slope at a Pixel Locallon

Figure 3.1: Affect of tile slope resistance coenkien\

Creating a lookup table that relates actual slope v31ucs to slope coefficienl-influenced

probabilities enforces this dynamic relationship.

The slope coefficient is used to calculate slope weights by first calculating:

ex= slope_coefficient/MAX j;LOPE _RESfSTANCF.!2. 0

where MAJCSLOPE_RESISTANCE SCI10 100 and "" is an influencing exponent

value.

Using the e.x vahle, a lookup table is then built by:

for I i ~ 0; i < lookup table size; i++ ) (

If I l- < cr:Lt:Lcal slope) {

val = (CRITICAL _ SLOPE-i) / CRITICAL_SLOPE

lookup table[~] _ 1,0 _ val"";

} else {
lookup_table[i] 1.0;

)

)
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Road Gra"itr Coefficient;

DUrillg mad-"ifluenced f?rowrh the maximum search distance from a pixel 5ele;;ted

for a road trip for a road pixel is determined as some proportion of the image

lhmensions. The applied value is derived from the road gravity coeflkient (rgJoef)

by:

f!L value= (rgJoeJ7MAX _ROAD _ VAL UE)*( (nrows+ncols )/16)

where MAX_ROAD_VALUE is defined as 100, and mows and ucals are the row and

column counts respectively. So rg_value al its maximum (when rgJoe( equals 100)

will be 1116 of the image dmlensions. If the rf:Joef is less than 100, (hen the

Yf? value will be some proportion less than 1/16 oflhe image dimensIOns.

Rg_ value is then applied to road"influcnccd growth by:

1IIa.,_search_mdex - 4 '" (rg_value * (l + rg_value»
,"v'hererg_vaille defines the maximum number of neighborhoods from the selected

urban pIxel to search for a road.

The first neighborhood (rg_value == I) is made up of the selected urban pixel's

adpcent R cells. The second neighborhood (rfLvalue == 2) would be the 16 pixels

outwardly adjacent to the first neighborhood, etc. In thISway the outward search for a

road will continue until (a) a road is found, or (b) the search distance is greater than

MAX SEARCH Il'lDEX.- -

3.3.2 Transition Rules

The five parameters control the four transition rules generated within SLEUTH:

spontaneous, ncw spreading center, edge, and road influenced growth. The transition

rules are applied in the order of rules described belo", ..

Spontaneous Growth:

Spontaneous gro\~1h, much as its name describes, determines the occurrence of

random urbanization in the landscape. In the cellular automaton framework this

means that any non-urbanized cell on the lattice has a certain (small) prohahility of

becoming nrbanized in any time step. So the prohahility that a cell U, located in space

at coordinates ij,will become L1rballlleddlJI1ngthe next time is defined as:

U(i,j ,t .1.1) = f (diffLlsion coefficient, slope coefficient, U (iJ ,t), random)

,
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Here the diffusion coefficient determines the probability of urbanization and the slope

coefficient detennines the weighted probability of the local slope. The random term

indicates that there is stochasticity in the process. At any time in the urbanization

process, cells that are already urbanized and those in the excluded layer are prohibited

from changing c1a~ses (FigllTe 3.2). This process is described in pseudo code as

follows:

F(diffusion coefficient, slope coefficient)

{ for (p < diffusion value)

{select pixel location (i,j) at random if {(i,j) is

available for urbanization) {

(i,jl = urban

new spreading center growth} }
} end spontaneous growth

II" 11_"' -"11'11-L •• " •

. ",".-." : .... ,. ....,-... '.'"-i-
. . - - --, - -, , , , . -. '

FigufC 3,2 Process or Spontaneous Growth

New Spreading Cenlers:

After estahlishing spontaneous urban growth on thc landscapc, SLEUrH attempts to

turn somc of thc ncwly urbanized cd]" into "preading centers. This is done largely

lhrough the breed parameter, which dctincs thc probability that each newly urbanized

cell, U(i, j, l + 1) will hecome a spreading center, U'(i, j, t + 1), if there are two or

morc neighbors that can be urbanized (Figure 3.3):

U' (i, j, t+ I) = f (breed coefficient, U( i, j, t+ 1), random)

ThlS process is described in pseudo-code as follows:

F(breed coefficient, slope coefficient)

{ if {random_integer < breed_coefficient)

if (two neighborhood pixels are available for
urbanization)
(i,j) neighbors = urban
] end new spreading center growth
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Figure 3.3: Process ofNe'~ Spreading Centers

Edge Growth:

The most typical gro\~ihin urban systems is edge growth, whereby non-urbani:r,ed

areas adjacent to eXIsting urban areas are transformed from a non-urban into urban

lise. Edge growth attempts to capture these dynamics by propagating growth Itom

llrban arC3S,whether preexisting or those generated by spontaneous and new

spreading ccnters growth. If a non-urban cell has three or more urbanized neighbors,

then it has a probability of becoming urbanized that is defmed by the spread

coefficient but with the constraints placed llPOtl that cell by the slope coefficient

(Figure 3.4):

U(i, j, t+ 1) = f (spread coefficient, slope coefficient, U(i, j, t), U (k, 1).random)

where (k, I) belongs to Ihe nearest neighborhood of(ij). This is described ill pseudo-

code below.

Edge Growth:

F(spre~d coefficient, slope coefficient)

(

for (all non-edge pixels (i,j))

if ((i,j) is urban) and (random J.nteger <

spre~dcoefficient)

if (at least two urban neighbors exist)

if (a randomly chosen, non-urban neighbor is

available for urbanization)

(i,j) neighbor ~ urban

} end edge growth

111111"'"_'- - --
-' '-- --

- ",' .j"_.- .. -. - .. -. , , ., .. .-- ---. . ,
, . , , ,

FigLlre 3.4: Process of Edge Growth
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Road-Influenced Growlh:

The last step in generatmg urban growth is to incorporate the influence of the

t,,1nsportation network in the urbanization process. This IS done using the

transportation input layers and the urbanization that was generated in (he previous

throe steps. The breed coefficient determines the probability that newly urbani~ed

cells (in the prior three steps) will be selected, and within their neighborhood the

presence of a transportation route will be determined, If a portion oflhe transportation

network is lound within the radius of a particular cell (this radius is determined by the

road gravily coefficient), then a temporary urhan cell is placed at thaI point on the

road closest to the already llrbani,ed cell. This temporary cell then takes a random

walk along the transportation nctwork, whcrc thc numbcr of steps is prcdctcnnined hy

thc dispersion coefficient. Thc final location ofthc random w3lk is then considered as

3 new urban spreading nucleus. If a neighboring cell to the temporary urhanired cell

(on thc transportation network) can be urbanized, it will occur, 3S determincd by a

random draw among candidates, lftwo cells adjacent to this newly urbanized ecll arc

also available for urbanization, that will happen (randomly picked among candid31cs).

This process of road-influenced growth creating tcmporary urb3n cclls along the

transportation network is expressed through four steps:

V' (k, I, t + I) = f (V (ij,t+ 1), road gravity coefficient, R (m,n), random)

Here ',j, k, I, m, and n are cell coordinates, with R (m,n) defining a road cell and (k.l)

as the temporary urban cell. The random walk is described as

V" (',J, t + 1) = r' (U (k,l,t + I), diffusion coefficient, R (m,n), random)

In this eqllation, (iJ) are the road cells neighboring (k,I). The final location of the

temporary random cell is defined as (p,q). Using this, the new urban spreading center

is defined as

U'" (i,j, t + 1) = f" (U (p,q,t + 1), R (m,n), ,lope coefficient, random)

To add two adjacent urban cells to the spreading center, the equation is

U"" (i, j, t + 1) = r'" (V (p,q,t + I), slope coeffieicnt, random)

In this case, (i, j) and (k,l) belong to the neighborhood of (p,q), Thcse are the four

steps that con,tillite the random walk of a cell through the transportation network. Thc

number of mndom walks that occur 1Sdetermined by the breed coefficient.

The entire process of road influence gro\\1h can be de,cribed in pseudo-code as
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F(breed coefficient, road gravity coefficient

diffusion coefficient, slope coefficient)

(

for (p <= breed coefficient)

{

road_gravity ~ value which is a function of image
size and road_gravIty_coefficient

max search maximum distance, determined by

road_gravity, for which a road pixel is searched
{i,jl ~ randomly selected pixel, urbanized within
the current growth cycle
road found = search outward from (i,j), up to
max_search, for a road pixel
if (road_foundl

{
walk along road, randomly selected

directions, for a number of steps determined by the
road value and the dispersion_coefficient

if {a neighboring pixel is available for
urbanization)

(i,j) neighbor = urban

If (two neighbors of the newly urban pixel are

available for urbanization)

two urban pixel neighbors = urban

} } } end road-influenced growth

It is visualized in Figure 3.5.
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Flgure 3.5: Steps ill Road Influenced Growth

These four steps are the transition nlles from non-urban to urban within the UGM

portion of SLEUTH. At any time in the urbanizatIon process, cells that arc already

occupied by existing urban areas or are excluded from development will by default

cause a failure in the attempt to urban;y,e that particular cell. Implementation of these

growth rules may in some cases lead to periods of excessively high or low growth

rates, When this occurs, a second set of transitlOll rules, known as sclf-moditication, is

implemented.

3.3.3 Self-Modification

A growth cycle is the basic unit of SLEUTH execution. It hegins by setting each of

the coefficients to a unique value. Each of the growth rules is then applied to the

raster data. Finally, the resulting gro\~1h rate is evaluated. If the growth rate exceeds

or falls short of limit vallles, model self-modification is apphed. Self-modification

will shghtly alter the cocfficient values to simulate aceeleratcd or depressed growth

that IS related with system-wide boom and bust conditions in urban development

(Figllfe 3.6).

,

••••
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Figure 3.6: Growth pattern under Self-Modlficalion Rules

To apply self-modification, the first step is to delennine If the system is in a growth or

stable period of development. A "boom" state occurs if the growth rate exceeds the

ClrtllC'Af._HIGH value and indicates a period of accelerating growth. Each of the

coefficients is increased to encourage the continuation of this trend. A "bust" state

occurs when the growth fmc is less thall the CRJTJrAL_LOW. In such an instance the

eoelTieients will be lowered in order to decrease the rate of growth throughout the

system. The CRJTlC4L_HIGH and CRITICAL_LOW values are mentioned in the Scenario

file of the model.

The algorithm used to apply self-modification to the coefficients is glven belo\~:

Given:

growth Jate = nwnher -RYOwth-l>ixels ItotaCnumba _urbanyixelsx 100

h (
IOOX(tota/ /lumber urhan pixels+road pixels) Jpercent ur an= - - - -

- total_ number _pixels - road _ pixels - excluded _ pixels

where i1umheryrowlhyixels is the number of newly uTbamled pixels from the

current growth cycle, lolal_i1umher _urhan yixels is the amOLln\of urban pixels from

the current and previous growth cycle, roadYlXels is the number of road pixels used

for thc currcnt growth cycle, and e:xcludedyixels is the number of pixels in the

exclusion layer with au absolute exclusion value.
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if (growth_rate> CRITICAL_HIGH){

slope_res ~ slopB_res- (percent urbanxsLoPE_SBNSITIVITY)

road_gray " road_gray +

(percent urbanx ROAD _GRAV_SI?NSI:rIVI'rY!

if (dispersion < MAX) {

dispersion" dispersion x BOOM;
breed = breed x BOOM;

spread = spread x BOOM;

}

}

where CFlITfCAL_ HIGH is the growth rate threshold above which a hoom state exists for

the system, Slope_res, roadyrav, dispersion, hrecd, and spread represent the

coefficient values slopeJesislence, road,Xr<lvily, dispersion, breed and spr('ad

respectively.

SLOl'E_SE,\'SITfY1T'r, ROAD_GRAVjENSlTIVITY, and BOOM (as well as HU\T used in the

bust stale) are used to modify the coefficient values and arc defined in the application

.,cenarlO file, MAX 18(he maximum value of a coefficient.

if (growth_rate < CRITICAL_LOW){

slope_res = slope_res+ (percent_urbanxsLoPE_SENSITIVITY)

road_graY = road_gray -

(percen t_urban x ROAD_GAA V_SENSITIVITY)

If (dispersion> 0) {

dispersion = dispersion x BUST;

breed = breed x BUST;

spread = spread x BUST;

} }
where CRmC~LLowis the lower limit for Rfowlh raze,below which the system- -
enters a bust state.
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3.4 SLEUTH Calibration Approach •. -
3.4.1 Fittinl: Historical Data

A major tenet of SLEUTH apphcatlOll is: by calibrating how a region has changed in

the pa,l, a reasonable foreca.>t of flJlure change can be made (Clarke et aI., 1997).

Following this assumption, the model is calibrated by fitting simlliated data to

historical spatial data. SLEUTH is initialized with the earliest data (signifying the date

furthest in the past) and growth cycles are generated, It is assumed that one growth

cycle represents one year, As growth cycles complete, "time" passes. Dates where

his/oneal data exist are referred to as control years. When a completed cycle has a

corresponding control year, an image of simLllated data is produced and several

metries of urban form (see Section 3.4.4) arc measured and stored In memory.

3.4.2!\tonte Carlo Averaging

Due to the high amount of randomness present in each growth cycle, growth

sImulations are generated in Monte Carlo fashion to bring a greater amount of

stability to modeled results. !\tonte Carlo a,eraging reduces dependencc upon initial

conditions and stochasticity. When a coefficient set has completed a defined number

of Monte Carlo simulations, the metric values stored to memory are summed and

divided by the nurnher of Monte Carlo iterations. These averaged values are then

compared to the control data metrics and linear regression, best-fit statistics arc

calculated.

3.4.3 SLF.UTH Brnte .Force Calibration

By running the model in calibration mode, a set of control parameters is refmed in the

sequential "brute-force" calibration (Sl1va and Clarke, 2002), although other methods

of calibration, including the lL~eof genetic algorithms, have been sllggested and tested

(Goldstein, 2004). SLEUTH utihles five coefficients that may range independently

bet'Ween zero and 100. This poses a large set of possiblc solutions and a daunting

number of computer processing unit (CPU) cycles required to explore the

multidimensional coefficient space (Candau, 2002). Brute force calibration reduce the

nlJmber of solution sets but still search the range of solutions. Tn,;tead of executing

every permutation of possible coefficient sets, each parameter range is examined in
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increments, For example, the range {O-lOO}may be stepped through in increments of

25 resulting ill the values {O,25, 50, 75, IOU}or 5' simulallOJlS being implemented in

order to cover the nmge. Tn this way, the model may be calibrated to the data in steps,

successively narrowing the range of coefficient values. Generally, this process is

accomplished in three phases here referred to as coarse,jine andjinal (Candau, 2002).

Coanc Pbase

In the initial, coarse phase of cahbnltion, the entire range (0 - 100) of the five

coefficients is explored using large increments (e,g.; for each cocClicienl, value = to,
25, 50, 75, IOO}) and a small number (4) of Monte Carlo iterations arc used.

Fine Phase

Using the best-fit values found in the controCslals.log file produced in the coarse

cahbration phase, the range of possible coefficient values is narrowed. ideally, the

ranges ",ill be narrowed so that increments of 5 - 10 may be used while still only

using about 5-6 val lies per coefficient (e,g.; for a single coefficient, value = (25,30,

35,40,45, SOl) and a larger nlimber of Monte Carlo iterations are lIsed (6).

Final Phase

Usmg the best-fit values found in the control_slals log 1ile produced in the fine

cahbratlOn phase, the range of possible coefficient values is narrowed. Ideally, the

ranges will be narrowed so thalmcrements of I - 3 may be used while still only lIsing

abOlit 5-6 values per coefficient (e.g.; for a single coefficient, value = (4,6,8,10,

121) and a larger number of Monte Carlo iterations are used (8).

3.4.4 Determining Good"c~s of Fit

Results Irom each of the calibration phases are examined to determine the goodness

of fit for each parameter set. Narrowing of the parameter set can be based on a variety

of different goodness of fit measures (Jantz et. al. 2004; Yang and Lo, 2003); no sole

metric has been shown to be the most cITective. Traditionally thc Lee and Sallee

(1970) metric has been used to determine which parameter sets best describe the

replication orthe historical datascts. Lee-Sallee is the ratio of the intersection and the

lInion of the simnlated and actual urban area;;, but others including the compare
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stati:;tic, and population statistics have been llsed. Dietzel and Clarke (2007) found

that the 05!\1 (optimal SLEUTH metric, the product of the compare. popllia/ion.

edges, c!usrers, slope. X-mean, and Y-mean metrics) "ill pnl\'lde the most rohu:;t

re"lLil'; fur SLEUTH calibration. Table 3.1 describes the 13 metrics that can he used to

delermme the goodness of fit of model calibration; they have a value range of 0 to 1,

with I being a perfect fit.

After determmmg the parameter selthal hest fits the historical data, a range of values

around that sct of parameters is selected and the calibration is run again. The

goodness of fit of the second calibration is evaluated, and an even narrower range of

parameters is selected. The best fitting parameters from this third calibration are then,
the parameters used in foreeastmg wban growth and land-use change.

Table 3.1: Metrics that ean be L1sedto evaluate the Goodness of Fit of SLEUTH

Metric Name Description,
Product All other scores multiplied together

Compare Modeled population for fin3l ye3r/aetual population for

final year, or IF PmuddoJ> P",",l f 1- (modeled
, popul3tion for final year/actual popLllation for final

year)}

Pop Least squares regression score fOfmodeled urbanization

compared to adual urbanization fOf the control years
I,

Edges Least squares regression score for modeled urban edge

eoun! compared to actual urban edge count fOf the

eolltrol years

,
Clusters Least sqLlaresregression score for modeled urban

clllstering compared to known urban cluslenng for the

control years
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Cluslersi7,e

Lee-Sallee

Slope

% urban

X-mean

V-mean

F-Match

Least squares regression score for modeled average

urban cluster size compared to known average urban

cluster size for the control years

A shape index, a measurement of spatial fit between the

model's growth and the known urban extent for the

control years

Least squares regression of average slope for modeled

urbanized cells compared to average slope of known

urban cells for the control years

Least squares regression of percentage of availahle

pixels urbanized compared to the urb3nizcd pixels for

the control years

Least sqLlareSregression of average x_values for

modeled urbanized cells compared 10average x values

ofknov,.1l urban cells for the control years

Least squares regression of average y_values for

modeled urbanized cells compared to average Lvalues

of known urhan cells for the control ycars

Least squares regression of avcrage radIUs of the circle

which encloses the urban pixels

A proportion of goodness offit across land use classcs

{ #_lliodeJed_LU corrcct/{#_modeled_LV correct +
#_modclcd_LV wrong)}
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3.5 Forecast Methodology of SLEUTH

SLEUTH forecasts rely on replicating grO\vth trends from the past (Candau, 2002).

Once a coefficient sct is found that can best describe how urhan change has occurred

o~er time, these values arc used to fore;;ast future growth. The calibnltion process

produces miliaii,ing coefficient values that best simulate historical growth for a

regIOn.

However, due to SLEUTH's self-modification qualities, coefficient values that

iniliahl,e the model for a date in the past may be altered by the simulation end date,

Therefore, for forecast run initialinlion, the coefficient values at the simulation end

date are llsed to initialize a new simulation into a future date Using the best

codficients denved from calibration to run a large number of Monte Carlo

simulations will produce a single set of averaged coefficients for the simulation end

date, Using the Best Solution Set (BSS) parameters derived from the simnlation end

date. a for«ast run may be initialized (Candau, 2002).

For the image data, the most recent urban layer (the one that defined the calibration

end date), the most recent t,<lIlsportation layer, and the exe1nsion and slope layers

ll"ed in calibration, in add,tion to the backgrollnd hil1shade arc used to initialize a

for«ast run. Growth rules are then applied to the data for a defined number of years,

Forecasts are run in Monte Carlo fashion with 100 or more lterations. In add,tion to

generating arumal urhan growth probability maps, a log of coefficient and metric

values rnay be \vritten to a file as Olltput.

.'
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4.1 Introduction

This ,tudy followed a methodology that enabled it to accomplish l(S objectives

successfllily. Data preparation, cahbr<ll;on and prediction procedures followed here

are mostly derived from the project Gigalopolis website (http://www,ncgia.ucsh.edul

projects/gig/) and different previous works on SLEUTH model. This chapter

describes the procedure thaI was followed for this study.

4.2 Model Testing and Understanding

The source code of the model was collected from the Gigalopohs website which is

maintained jointly by United Stales Geological Smyey and Department of Geography,

University of California at Santa Barbara. This study used the SLEUTH3.0betajlO1

version oflhe TIlodel.l! was tested In Knoppix (a Linux based operating system) using

gee (GNU C compiler). A hypothe:ical datasct namcd as demo_city was provided

wlth the model which was used to lest it in the computcr system of the present study.

Thi~ ,ludy uscd a Pentium Duo processor with 2 GHz spced and I GS of RAM. A

comprehcnsive understanding of the workmg prol~durc of the model was developed

through the testing process of the model.

4.3 Data Preparation

Required data for this study was collcctcd from different sources, As mentioned in

Chapter 3, SLEUTH modelnecds data on Slope, Land use, Exclusion, Urban Exlent,

Transportation and Hill shade. Here land use data is an optional layer which is applied

for land use ehange modeling and was not used fOT this study. Different dala layers

used in this study are discussed belnw,

4.3.1 Slope

Slope data used for thiS study was acquired from the 90 meter Digital Elevation

Model (DEM) of Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM). SRTM is maintained

by NASA whIch provides digital elevation d~ia (OEMs) for over 80% of the globe.

http://www,ncgia.ucsh.edul
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Tim data is currently distnbuted free of charge by USGS and is available for

download from the National Map Seamless Data Distribution System, or the USGS

fip sileo This study used the SRTM data as DEM with better resolution and for the

whole of Dhaka Metropolitan Area (DMA) was not found from any local agencies.

The collected DEM was clipped to the area of DMA and Erdas Imagine 8, 7 was used

10 convert it to slope datu. As per the requirement of the model, the slope data was in

percent (%). Figure 4.1 shows the slope data used for this study.

Figure 4.1: Slope Layer used in this study

4.3.2 Exclusion

Exclusion layer shows the area whc.,~urban growth would not occur ,~i\hoUl formal

interventions. Tn this study, the exclllded areas were identified as rivers, canals,

military bases/cantonments, airports, zoo, botanical gardens, university campuses,

national monuments and parks. These areas wiLhiIfthe study area were digitized from

GDogle Earth (figure 4.2). Exclusion value of 100 (i.e, full exclusion) was provided to

t!lese areas.
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Figure 4.2: "Exclusion Layer

4.3.3 Urban Extent

This study used five historical urban extent data. These were of 1980, 1989, 1996,- - , -
2000 and 2007. These urban extent maps were digitized from several different

sources. Map of 2007 was digitized from Google Earth (GE). Tn GE, the study area

was digitized in .kml format, which was comer1ed to .shp format using km12shp

software. Maps of 2000 and 1989 were digitized from Landsat images. These images

"ere further \'eriJlcd with the works of Basak (2006) which classified these images

showing the urban extent of DMA. The map of 1996 was digitized from (he IRS

image of Dhaka. Paper maps provided in the Dhaka Metropolitan Area Integrated

Urban De~elopmen\ Plan (DMATIJDP) was ~~anncd and digitized to get the urban

exlent data of 1980. Table 4.1 provides a summary of the maps along with their

sources. Figure 4.3 (a-e) shows the urban extent layers used in this study.

•

•
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Table 4.1: Sour<:es and acquisition procedures of urban extent maps

Year of Urban Map sources Acquisition procedure

extbnt maps

2007 Googlc Earth Digitized ill GE ,,'
converted from kml to shp

2000 Landsat Image Digitized from the Image

I ,,' verified with Basak
I (2006)

1996 ffiS Image Digitized from the image

1989 Landsat Image Digitized from the Image

,"d verified with Basak

I (2006)

1980 D.MAlUDM papeTmap Digitized from the ,>canned

m,p
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,
Figure 4.3 (a): Urban Extent of 1980

I
Figure 4.3 (b): Urban Extent of 1989



Figure 4.3 (el: Urban Extent of 1996
I
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Figure 4.3 (<1)Urban Extent of2000

Figure 4.3 (e) Urban Extent of2007
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4.3.4 Transportation

Three historical transportation layers were used in this study. These were from the

year 2007,1996 and 1980. Road network of 2007 were digitized from GE following

the same procedure of urban extent map. Data of 1996 was digitized from IRS image

and that of 1980 was digitn:ed from DMAnJDP map. Figure 4.4 (a-c) shows the

transportatiolliayers used in this study.

4.3.5 Hill Shade

Hill Shade is used only as a background layer and does not give any input to the
I

model. Hl1\ Shade layer used in this model was generated from the SRTM DEM data

using the viewshed command of Erdas Imagine 8.7. To show the major rivers in and

around DMA, these were also included with the hillshade (Figure 4.5).
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4.3.6 Image processing

As mentIOned in Chapter 3, SLEUTH requires grayscale GIF images with same map

projection aud same resolution (i.e. with the same number of rows and columns). So,
I

all of the data layers were projected to the VIM (Universal Transverse Mercator)

projection system. As the slope layer was with 90 meter resolution, all of the maps

were rcsamplcd to 90 meter resolution Arclnfo grid liles. These grid layers were then

exported as TIFF iorma! images. These images were con~er(ed to GIF images using

XV image processing software. All of the data layers were with 464 cohlmns and 632,
rows. Following the requirement of the scenario.1og file of the model, all the data

layers were renamed as follows:

Slope layer:

I - dhaka,slopc.gif

Exclusio'n layer:

- dhaka,excluded.gif
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- .-Urban EJ<lentlayers:

- dhaka.urban.! 980,gif

- dhaka.urban.1989.gif

- dhaka.urban.1996.gif

- dhaka.urhan.2000,gif

- dhaka.urban.2007.gif

Transportation layers:

- dhaka.roads.1980.gif

- dhaka.roads.1996.gif

- dhaka.roads.2007.gif

Hill Shade layer:

- dhak3.hillshade.water.gif

4.4 Inclusion of Travel Cost to the Model

It was fOlind through the model testing that SLEUTH applies same transition rules

lhmughou! the study region and shows same ratc of growth to the cells irrespective of

their location in relation to the existing urban centers. But in the real world

development occurs with higher gro\\th ratc ncar the existing urban areas and with

lower grO\~1hrate in further away from the urban centers. Distance or travel cost to

the existing urban centers plays a significant role in the whole gro\\1h process. Areas

ncar the urban centers or with less travel cost will experience higher growth than the

areas far away from the urban centers or with higher travel cost. To overcome this

problem with the model, this study has aUempted to introduce a travel cost layer to it.

lt was decided that the model will be calibrated for DMA with both the sirnations

regarding travel cost (i.e. considering travel cost and without considering travel cost)

and the best fit model will be applied for growth prediction.

Travel cosl layer for the sludy area was created using the Spatial Analyst extellSion of

ArcGlS 9.0. Spatial Analyst can crcate raster image of travel cost from any object on

the space. Here eostmeans relatlVe travel dIstance from one point to the other based

on topography, land use ele. So, to create the travel cost layer Spatial Analyst nced to

be pro\ided with a larget layer (from which travel cost will be measured) and a cost

layer (which will contain information on relative travel difficulties). This study used

,
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slope data as the cost layer and the urban centers in the study area as the target layers

from which tnrliel cost was measured. Slope layer contains slopes of each of the cells

m (he region where higher value means steeper slope and higher travel difficulty.

Dhaka Metropolitan Area consists of one Cily Corporation and five municipalities

(more disC1L~sionin Chapter 5). It was assumed that Dhaka City Corporation (DeC),

being the largest urban agglomeration in the study area, will ha~e the highest

inllucncc zone around it. Its maximum influence zone was assumed 10 be the whole

Metropolitan Area (i.e. the fl.lll image) "ilhin which its inllucncc will gradu31ly

de;;rease to ~er(}(or travel cost will gradually increase from 0 to 100). Influence

distances from other urban centers were assumed to be the distance in proportion to

the population of those centers with that of the Dhaka City Corporation (which has the

illaxlnlLlnl influence distance).

Here,

Max, Influence Distance from DCC = 90"'632 = 56880 meter (where 632 is the

number of rows of the images and 90 mctcr is thc image resolution)

Influcncc Distance of Urban Center i, C, = (population of il population ofDCC)~ max

influcncc distancc ofDCC

Table 4.2 shows the population of the urban centers in the study area and the

influence distances from tllem as derived using the above equation.

Table 4,2 Population and Influencc distancc of diffcrcnt urban centers in DMA

SI. no. City Corporation/Municipalities Population Inf1L1ence

(BBS, 2001) Distance

1 Dhaka City Corporation 53,33,571 56880

2 N"arayanganj MUlllcipahty 2,41,393 2574

3 Kadamrasul Municipality 1,28,561 1371

4 Savar MUniCipality 1,27,540 1360

5 Tongi Municipality 2,83,099 3019

6 Gazlpur MUnlClpahty 1,22,801 1310

"
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Travel cost layers from each of the urban centers were generated separately. These

layers were classified further according \0 the distances ranging from 0 10 100. Here

classification was done in such a way that travel cost will gradually increase from 0 to

100 within (he inIlucncc distance of the centers. Using map algebra of Spatial

Analyst, these trave! cost layers were combined together generating a separate COSI

layer for the minimum cost of each of the cells. Figure 4.6 shows the travel cost layer

for the study area.

Figure 4,6: Travel cOsllayer of the study area.

The generated travel cost was incorporated with the exclusion layer of the model

where gradually increasing vaille from 0 to 100 means zen> exclusion to full exclusion

from development possibility. I'igure 4,7 shows the updated exclusion layer

incorporating travel cost layer.

•••
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Figure 4.7: Travel cost incorporated exclusion layer of the model

4.5 Model Calibration

Arter preparing the required data, these "'ere tested in the model to find out whether

there was any error in the data and whether the model can read (he images correctly.

Sevcfallcst nllls were given changing the coefficient values. The LOG_O files and the

output images were examined to lind out the impacts of these changes on the model.

After testing the data, calibration was conducted in the brute force fashion (procedure

discussed in chapter 3). This Sllldy mamtained full Tesolutioll images throughout the

calibration process although the Gigalopolis website suggested using half-resolution

image at the fme calibration to reduce time requirement. This \~as done particularly

because of the findings of Candau (2002), which showed that SLEUTH calibration is

not scalable across image resolutions. As a rcsult, calibration stage of this study

Teqlllred a significant period of time. Calibrations werc conducted for hoth of the

situations 01"the model regarding travel cost; one without considering travel cost (i.e.

without including travel cost in the exclusion layer) and another after incorporating

travel cost in the model (i.e. including travel cost layer into the exelusion layer)
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Like mockllt$llng mode. calibrlllion of the study abo used Knoppill opmlingl)'stem
(a Linux based operating syrtem) and compiled the codes using the buill.in gee orth;,

operating system. Screen ~hol orille ClIlibration is provided in pholo 4. L

Photo 4.1: Screen sOOtofSLEUllf catibnlliOli in KfIOppi",

4.6 Modd Prrdiction

AI the end of the calibration phase. performances of both of tile calilmtiOlU were

evaluated to identify the best performing framework oflhe model (i,e. mo<ft,l without
the tl1lvel COS!Md model with tm'd cost). Penonnancell of the best fit coefficient

sets of both of the calibrations were llMlyzed 10 find out which context orlne model

QUI better- simulate the hi510rical growth of the ttudy am. The forecasting

coefficient. for both of the calibrations wtre delennined which were used to predict

future growlh situation of me Rudy area. Prediction run is given for lhis process with
high IWmber of Monte Carlo ilerll1ions.AI this illlge the prediction shows the general
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trend of development and what would be the future growth scenario jf the present

development process continues, This study predicted growth up to the year 2030.

4.7 Scenario Development and Urban Growth Prediction

DifTercnt policy scenarios based on the Dhaka Metropolitan Development Plan

(OMOP) and Strategic Transport Plan (SIP) were developed to predict fulure growth

of the study area, The scenarios were based on particular proposals of these plans

which were applied to the model to find out the growth pattern of the study area if

tbese proposals arc implemented. Prediction run of the model was conducted after

updating the input images according (0 these scenarios. Outputs oflhe prediction runs

were compared "ilh each other to visualize the impacts of each of the policies. The

output prediction statistics were used for this purpose.
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5.1 Introduction

Ohaka, a city of history and heritage of nearly 400 years, is the admimstrative capital

olthe People's Republic ofBallgladesh. During the last four decades this city and its

surrounding region has recorded phenomenal growth in terms of both population and

area, At presenl,! is one ofthc fastest growing metropolises ill the world. This chapter

prQviues a bnef discussion on this area being it the target region Qflhis study.

5.2 Location and administrative areas

"lhis study has considered (he Dhaka Metropolitan Development Plan (D.\1DP) area

as the Dhaka Metropolitan Area (OMA). It is located in the central part of

Bangladesh. It covers an area of 1,528 square kilometer or 590 square miles. It

mcorporales three districts (Dhaka, Narayanganj and Gazipur), one city corporation

(Dhaka City Corporation) and five municipalities (Savar, Tongi, Gazipur,

Narayanganj and Kadamrasul). It is the biggest urban agglomeration in Bangladesh

which is well cOlmected to other parts of the country and the world by road, railway,

river and air.

DMA has a population of about 9.7 milhon as per the census of 2001 (BBS, 2001),

within which only Dhaka City Corporation area has got a population of 5.3 mi11ion.

Bcing thc capital city ofthc Country, Dhaka attracts many migrants from all over the

country. To accommodate this huge population the city has experienced unplanned

expansion hath throllgh in-fill development and outward edge growth. Diffused

growth ,of settlements mostly by different housing projects of private dcvelopers has

added to the recenltrend of growth of this urban region. Unplanned expansion of the

city to the ecologl<:;ally sensiU\'e areas is already posing threats to the total living

environment here.

,
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5.3 Physical Expansion of Dhaka City: A Chronological Study

Different phy,ical and socia-economic issues have guided the development process of
IDhaka. Political importance and trade played significant roles in the city's expansion

in diJTcrcnt time periods. This section briefly describes the gro"th and expansion of

the city in five major periods: pre-Mughal, Mughal, British (1764-1947), Pakistan

(1947-1971) and Bangladesh (after 1971). Although this discussion has focused on

Dhaka City, it is also relevant to the growlh of whole Dhaka Metropolitan region.

Discussiuns here are mostly based on the website of Banglapedia

(www.banglapedia.com}andAhmed(1986).

5.3.1 Prc-Mughal Period

Growth and expansion of Dhaka city in the pre-MClghal period is obscure. The nearby

capital Jity of Vikrampur ",as in the limelight from the 10th to 13th centuries. Some

findings indicate human habitation of the area in the above period. After Mllslim

occupation of south-ea>tem Bengal (late 13th and early 14th century) the nearby city

of Sonargaon rose into prominence which enjoyed the position of a metropolis in thc

region in the pre-Mughal period. 11is evident from the various writings on Dhaka that

the arca> to the east, northeast and southeast or Babu Bazar up to the Dholai Khal on

the left bank (northern hank) of the Buriganga rormed the old town. The

conglomeration of Hindu-named localities m this part of the city bears testimony to

the predominance of Hindu craftsmen and professionals in the population of old

Dhaka city at that time. Dholai Khal possibly fOffiled the northeastern boundary of the

old city, though it is difficult to determine the western limit orthe pre-Mughal 'old

city'. Cqnsiderillg testimony to the existence of a mosque at that timc, however, it can

be assumed the city limits went beyond Sabu Bazar on the western side (Figure 5_2)_

It is quite hkely that following the course of the Bllriganga, settlements grew on the

southern, western and north-western parts orthe city.
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Figure 5.2: Dhaka during prc.Mughal Period <from www.banglapcdia.com)

SJ.2 MIf3bII Period
The pr-e-Mughal Dhaka was turned into a Thana (military 0U1~) during the military

operations of AJ..-b••.. Bm it rose to prominence only after the tnInsfer orlbe capital of

lheSlibah by Islam Khan Chisti in 1610 AD, whm it was named Jahangimagar. The

fort (in the site ofprcmrt centr8I jail).nd Chandigh.B.t. on the river b:mk straight to the

south of the fon have grown in his time. The baur oo;:upying the llR:ll.between the

fort IIlId Cltlll:lnighal (prtsnTt 0Iawt.:: Saw), originally known as Badshahi Daur. as

also Urdu Bazar (marl>et p!lIce orlhe camp) to the west of the fort are likely to have

grown at the &arne time. Islam Khan is atdilcd to !lave excaVllled I canal joining the

Buriganga near Oahu BalM with the Oulai Khal near Malitola-Tantibaur. This =1

practically demarcated the ICllIII between 'old Dhaka' and the 'new Dhaka' of blllm

Khan. Mughal Dhaka encompuxd 'old DhlIb' willlin itself and wended to the east

up to Narinda, to the west up to Mannwar and Hazaribagh and 10 the IIOnhup to

FulbarillllR:ll. on the liinge of the Ramna area (Figure 5.3).

http://www.banglapcdia.com
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Figure 5.3: Dhaka during Mughal Period (from www.~ia.com)

:'i.J.J Britbh Pniod (1764-1947)

After the acquisition or the D"''(I1I; in 1765 by the East India Company and the shift

orthe 8cngaI', capital to ClIlwtta, Dhaka lost it, political importance. GTlldUlllly the

adminiJtrmive and commercial importance of the cUy dwindled and by 1828 the city

was red"•••••••to a mc:re district he3dquarter1. though it rcuincd its position as I

provincial CifClJit Court of Appeal. By 1840. this dcdine had reached iu n&dirand

most of the former Mughal city 1uKIbeC'ndesencd or had fallen vi(::timto the

encroadling junsJc. The decline affected Dhaka seriously and during this period

DItaka abo A1fferod phyJical Ihrinkage (Figure 5.4). In 1905. Dhaka Wll5made the

eapitaI of the ~ province ofEut Bengal.nd Auam. Building the new IOwnJlItted

beyond the nilroad in R.lImna.The only locality developed Il5 a fully planned

residentialaJe:l was Wari.

••••
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Figure SA: Dhaka in 1859 (from www.banglapedia.com)

The impetUs for growth ereatcd by the I90S partition of Bengal wu w10usly jolted

by tJit, amwlment of the panition in 1911 when Dhaka reverted bad:: 10 the mtu5 ofa

di$hiet town (Figure 5.5). The establishment of tile University of Dhaka which came

10 occupy II1lInyof die buildings of the Ramn! ftl't:ll was an imporun1 even1 in

Dhaka', history when DhaklllBJIin aruined the Itlltus of the provincial capital mthe

eastern part ofPakimn, initially called EI5I Bengal and later named E4st PakUtlln.

•,

http://www.banglapedia.com
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Figure 5.5: Dhaka during the period of 1905.1911 (\\'WW.banglnpedia,cam)

s.J.4 p.kislSn Period (1'47-1911)
In 1947, India become independent of British rule and PakiSlM WlS aeated. Dltakll

rntarted ils life as the capital of East PaLiJtan. The needs orille officillls engaged in

administration, the business community and the residems grew out of the sudden

onrush of people to Dhaka. To cater to the ever increasing residential needs of the

new QIliulllhe Dhanmondi amL, covered with paddy fields in the early 1950,. was

developed lIS II residential area lifter 1955. The Mirpur Rmld formed an axis and the

highlands on both 5ides of the road came to be oecupicd riglrt up to Molwnmadpur

and Mirpur. The Tejgaon Airport and the Tejgaon InduJfrial area came under

governmemal iChemes in the earty 1950,.

In the mid.l9605 the main nilway line was sltilWl and directed eastward after

Tejgaon IUId before KaWl1lnbaur before rejoining the old Irn:k IIeaJ S\\1lmibagh-
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.Iatrabari cutting through RUJurbagh, Basabo and Kamalapur. The Dhaka Rail"'ay

Station Iwas moved from Phulbaria to Kamalapur. The rapid growth and development

of the area between the old f<lllway track and Kawranbazar necessitated this change.

Since then the old track has been developed into a broad road connecting

Ka"Tanba-<ar with Phulbaria through Pala,sy and Nilkhet to the northwest and

Swamibagh-Jatrabari through Wan to the north and Narinda to the southeast.

5.3.5 Bangladesh (1971 onward)
I

The creation of the independent state of Bangladesh in 1971 bestowed glory and

prestige on Dhaka, now capital of a sovereign counD)'. This additional factor led to

Dhaka'8 phenomenal growth since 1971, The low-lying areas on the eastern sIde, such

as Juram, Gamn, Hadda, KlJilgaon, Rampura and Kamrangir Char, Shyamali,

Kalayanapur on the western side came under occupation. Dhaka's growth picked up

at a tremendous pace and private initiatives played the dominant role. W,th increased

population pressure the hIghlands spreading nortl",ard were occupied and buill up.

The intervening ditches, swamps and marshes were filled in, not in any planned

manncr, but as necessities arose both by public and private initiatives.

Since Dhaka becanle the capital of an independent country the pressure on it has been

enoml0US. Huge influx of people from all around the country has resulted in the

growth br slums on any available vacant land. The recent phenomcnon of high risc

buildings, both in the commercial and residcntial sectors occupy the city's highlands

and demonstrate ever-increasing pressure on Dhaka as it builds upwards. Since the

1990s, Dhaka has been on the verge of change in its LIrban character with vertical

groVv1hreplacing horizontal expansion (Chowdhury and Faruqui, 1989). Over the

years most of the low-lying areas of western Dhaka have been filled in to meet the

city's Tesidenlial and commercial denlands, The eastern side of tbe city is also being

filled in by pri vate interventions.
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Figure 5.6 Dhaka City at prc!l('lIt

5.4 Recent Planning Initiatives ror Dhaka

As memiooed in previous sections, Dhaka ha5 aced an unplanned haphaurd gro ••••1h

in the face of npid population growth. But lhis city had gol ~I planning

documents for guiding iU;growth in dirrn'ellt times, none of which experienced

adequate implementation.Latest planning document for Dhaka is the Dhabi
Mcuopo1itan Development Plan (DMDP). a long term JtnlClUJ'e plan (1995-2015). It

is I three-ticr plan, namely: Structure Plan, Urban Area Plan and Detail AmI Pin,

The structure plan gh"es IOlllt long term policy decisions for the city. mid-term

developmmt guideline is provided by the Urban Area Plan and delIil planning
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guideline is due to be given by the Detail Area Plan (which is yet to be completed).

Chapler 7 gives some more discussions on Ihis plan, where some fulure scenarios arc

prepared based on this plan to predict the future growth of DMA.

Strategic Transport Plan (STP) is another long wrm plan for Dhaka city which is now

under process of implementation. This plan has focused on improving road transport

system of the city over a period of 20 year (2005- 2025). Some major road projects

along with mass transport services arc proposed in this plan which would be gradually

implemented within next 20 years. Chapter 7 provides more discussion on this plan to

predict fl.llurc growth scenario of Dhaka based on the road projects proposed in thIS

plan.

5.5 Conclusion

From a Mllghal military outpost (0 a metropohs of about hUJ1dred million people,

Dhaka has been going through some major transformations for last 400 years, Rut

within last three to four decades this urban agglomeration has to feel the pressure of

political and global economy, and expanded itself both horizontally and vertically.

With increased population, this city has to expand its spatial extent with increased rate

of rural to urhan land use conversion. No planning document was able to guide this

growth process and as a result bolh the city and its surrounding regions are suffering

mulutudcs of problems at present. This study has simulated this historical growth

process of the city and tried to assist the planIling process of it by predicting future

gro\\th Ofll for different planning scenarios.



Chapter 6: SLEUTH Calibration for Dhaka
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6.1 Tntr'oduction

Calibration is done 10 find ou! the best fit parameters or a modeL As described in

Chapter 3 and 4, SLEUTH calibration is done in a Monte Carlo Bru.tc Force fashion.

Here the wide parameter space is gradually narrowed down step by step and the hest
,

fit coefficients arc detelTTIincd at the end. It is particularly done to reduce the total

time period for calibration, This chapter discusses the cahhration results of SLEUTH

for Dhaka Metropolitan Area.

6.2 Calibration of SLEUTH,

SLEUTH through its brute force calibration method gradually nam)\','s dO\Hl the

paramcter space in three consecutive cahhration stages. These are Coarse Calibration,

Fine Calibration and Final Calibration. At the end of each calibration stage, the best

fit paranieter intervals arc identified and those are further applied in the next

calihration stage with reduced intervals. Identification process of the best fit

coefficients during SLEUTH calibration is still an issue of research and there is yet to

develop any lmique way to find out the goodness offit of the coefficients (Jantz et. al

2004; Yang and lA, 2003), At the end of each calibration, SLEUTH produces some

spatial fit1mettics III the control stats .log file ThIS file stores the mctrics for

each of the coefficients sets which are applied to the model (more discussions on the

metnes in section 3.4.4), Different researchers have used different metrics to

determine the best fit coefficients, Some have u.sed the produ.et metric (which is

simple mu.ltiplieation of all other metries), some have used Lee-Salle metric (ratio of,
the intersection lind the nnion of the simnlated and actl.mlnrban areas). This study has

ulihzed the recent findings of Dietzel lind Clarke (2007). They proposed Optimal

SLEUTH Metrics (OSM) to identify the best fit coeflieients. OSM is the product of

the compare, pnp"lulioll, edges, dm'lers, slope, X-meun, and Y-lIIeuJJmetrics. More

diseussi",), on these metries are provided in section 3.44. At the end of each

cahbration, OSM for each of the coefficient sets are calculated and based on the OSM

the best fit eoetlicients are selccted.For eaeh coctlicient the minimum value is taken

as '_start' valuc and the maximum value is taKcn as the '_stop' valuc, '_Step'

."..
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value is dctennmed considering aucquate ;nteD,al hel".ccn the '_start' and

Seep' value. Calibration, were cOlldlldcd for both of the model framework

rcgardmg travel cost (i.e, one without considering tra~el cost and other considering

tnlVel cost)

6.2.1 Coarse Calibration

It is the first stage of the SLEUn-r calibration. Here parameter space is sparsely

defined upon the whole parameter space (0-100). 5 monte_carlo_iterations

were mentioned in the scenario. log fileincluding the coefficients as ShO\Hl in

Table 6.1. Locations of input files and the output directory were also mentioned in the

scenario .log me.

Table 6.1 Input coefficients for coarse calibration (for both model frameworks)

Coefficient Coerticicnts

ranges Diffusion Breed Spread Slope Road

start 0 0 0 0 0

_step 25 25 25 25 25

_stop 100 100 100 100 100

6.2.2 Fine Calibration

Outputs of the coarsc calibration were used to executc the fine calibration. At the end

of coarse calibration the control_stats .log file of thc output directory was

opened usmg Microsoft Excel. Here the OSM for each of the coefficient sets arc

calculated and then the whole table is sorted in descending order of OSM, A portion

of this table for both of the model framework is sholl'Tlin Table 6.2 and 6.3. In these

tables the first 10 parameter sets arc taken as the best fit parameter combinations.

Observing the rcsults of the coefficients of thcse tables the coefficient valLIes

necessary to execute the fine calibration werc dctermined. Table 6.4 and 6.5 8hows

the input cocfficients for the fine calibration for both of the model framework which

were dctermined from the output of the coarse calibration, For fine calibration 8

monte carlo iterations were mentioned in the scenario .log file.
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Table 6.4 Input coefficients for fine calibration (model withoullravcl cost)

Coefficient Coefficients

ranges Diffusion Breed Spread Slope Road

start 25 0 25 0 0-
step 15 15 10 5 15

_stop 1'00 75 75 25 75

Table 6.5 Input coefficients for fine calibration (model with travel cost)

Coefficient Coefficienls

ranges Diffusion Breed Spread Slope Road

start 25 25 50 0 0
_step 5 15 '0 15 20
stop 50 100 100 75 100

6.2.3 Final Calibration

Final calibration was execlltcd using the outputs of the fine calibration. In this stage

the parameter space is narrowed down further. Selection of best fit coefficients here

followed the procedure discussed in the previous seclion. Table 6.6 and 6.7 shows a

portion of the metric, generated in the control_stats,log file in the output

directory at the end of fine calibration for both of the model frameworks, Here also

(he mctrics are sorted in the descending order or the OSM. Tnput eoeffieients for the

IInal ealibrallOn (Table 6.8 and 6.9) are delemlined from thlS tab1c. First 10 parameter

sel, arc identified as the best fit parameter combin31ions and coerricients are

determined according to (hat. For the moue! framework ,~ilh lravel cost, firsl 3

parameler sets were considered due to high variation of (he eoeffieients in the IIrst 10

sets, The minimum coefficient value is used as the start value and the maximum

coeil,cient value is used as the stop value. The _step values are determined in

such a way that the start value can reach the stop ~alue arter 5-7 mtervals For

final calibrallOn 10 monte_carlo iterations were mentioned in the

scenario. log file,

- ,
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Table 6.8 Input coefficients for final calibration (model without travel cost)

Coefficient Coefficients

ranges Diffusion Breed Spread Slope Ro""
start 25 0 " 0 30
_step 15 10 10 5 0

_stop 100 60 75 25 75

Table 6.9lnput coefficients for (ina! calibration (model with travel cost)

CoeffiClent Coefficients

ranges Diffusion Breed Spread Slope Road

start 25 40 50 15 0
-

step 1 12 10 10 5

_stop 30 100 100 75 20

6.3 Determination of forecasting coefficients

The calibration process produces initializing coefficient ~alucs that best simulate

historical growth for a region. However, due to SLEUTH's self-modilication qualities,
,

c()efficicnt values at the start date ofa run may be altered hy the stop date,
I - -

For forecast initialization, the stop_date values from the best calibrated

coefficients arc desired. Using the best coerficients derived from the final calibration

stage and running SLEUTH for the historical time period produces a single set of

stop date coefficients to millalize forecasting. Howe,er, due to the random

variability of the model, averaged coefficient results of many Monte Carlo iteratlOlls

produces a more robust forecasting coefficient seL

Best cahbratcd coefficients wcre selected [rom the oulput of the final calibration

(Table 6.10 and 6.11) following the procedure discussed in previous two sections, In

this case only the first coefficient set is sc1ected based on the performance of the
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Table 6.11 Coefficient selection from final calibration output (model with travel cost)
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OSM. Table 6.12 shows ilial for model without travel cost diffusion vallIe of 85,

breed valLIe I, spread value 75, slope resistance value 20 and road gravity of 66

produces the optimum OSM of 0.544. For the model with lHlve! cost diffusion value

of 25, breed 40, spread 90, slope resistance 35 and road gravity of 20 produces the

optimum OSM of 0.55. These are the slarting coeffiClenl values thai produced the

optimum goodness of lit to the control layers. But SLEUTH through lIs self

modification characteristics change these values. For deriving the forecasting

coefficients, another cahbration run was conducted with the data using these best lit

coefficients (showed in Table 6.12 and 6,13) with 1I0 Montc Carlo iterations,

Table 6,12 Input coefficients for identifying the forecasting coefficients (model

without travel cost)

Coefficient Coerficicnts

nmges Diffusion Breed Spread Slope Road

- start 85 I 75 20 66
_step I I I I I

_stop 85 I 75 20 66

Table 6, 13 Input cocfficients for identifying the forecasting coefficients (model with

travel cost)

Coefficient Coefficients

ranges Diffusion Breed Spread Slope Road

start 25 40 90 35 20

-
step I I I I I

_stop 2S 40 90 35 20

Calibration run for deriving the forccasting coefficients produced the Olltput presented

in Table 6.14 and 6.15. Thcse are the edited versions of the avg. log file produccd

through the calihration run with thc best coefficients of final calibration. It shows that

all of the coefficients have changed from 1989 to 2007, The stop date coefficIents

of 2007 are thc final coemcicnts that are used for further growth prediction of the

study area.

••
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Table 6, 14: Output showmg the self-modification nalure of SLEUTH (model wilhout

travel cost)

Year Am. )<mean ymean diffus spread breed sip res rd gray grw_rate

1989 19328.48 243.12 359.48 92.04 81.21 1,08 13,7 66,63 '"
1996 25490.35 245.33 354.61 98,68 87.07 "" 6.41 67,38 3,55

2000 29271,05 245.68 352.65 "" 88.82 1.18 1.36 67,86 '"
2007 38118,25 24489 351,26 ~.88.82 l,L.18 ::" -r 1 .69.06 3.27

Table 6.15: Oulput showing the self-modification nature of SLEUTH (model with

travel cost)

Year Am. xmean ymean diffus Spread breed sip_res rd-!lrav grw rate

1989 17932.72 244,19 36343 27,07 97.46 43,31 28.47 20.65 4,17

1996 23719,35 247.07 358,55 29.02 '00 46,44 21 ,11 21.39 3,85

2000 27773,91 247.62 es8 30.2 wo 48.32 15.96 21.9 3.89

I 2007 3726324 247.14 352.01 l32.38 '-100. L51.81J 1~.:!2Ji"22.99 i. 4.28

l'igure 6,1 and 6.2 show gradual changes of the coefficients over (ime due to (he self

modification nature of SLEljTH. Figure 6.1 and 6.2 shows that lor both model

fr"meworks diffusion, spread, breed and road gravity has increased over timc, but

,lope rcsistance has decreased significantly. It is particularly due to the fact that

urbanization occurs gradually in less suitahle area (1.C, low lying areas or land with

high slope) with decreasmg amount of developable land (i.e. flal land), As a result,

slope resistance for urhanization gradually decreases over time.
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Figure 6.\ Gradual changes orcodTicientl over time through selfmodifiCDtion (model
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Figure 6.2 GmduaI clulnges ofcodTicienu over lime through selfmodificalion (model
with travel cost)

From Table 6.14 and 6,15, the forecll$ling codfieient set can be derived. Table 7.16

shows 1!It' (C/Tt.ICIStingcodficients IIuII were used for prediaion runs of the model.
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These arc the rounded values of the coefficients 31the stop date of the cahbralion.
I -

These coefficient values represent the present trend of urbanization in the Dhaka

Metropolitan Area as revealed by the two model frameworks. It shows that only in

terms of spreading growth and slope resistance these two model frame"orks show

same (rend, hut for other factors (i.e. for diffuSlon, breed and road gravity) they

significantl y di fTer from each other. It is particularly due to the inclusion of travel cost

in the model. Before going to pre(hclion stage of the model, these two modeling

frameworks need to be evaluated further 10 identify which framework has better

capability to simulate the hlstmical growth pattern of DMA. Section 6.4 describes tbe

evaluations between these ("10 model frameworks.

Table 6.16: Forecasting coefficient values derived through calibration

Coellicients Forecasting values Forecasting values

(model without (model with tra~'el

travel cost) cost)

Diffusion 100 32

Breed 1 52

Spread 89 100

Slope Resistance 1 5

Road Gravity " 23

6.4 Evaluation of model frameworks
I

In order to measure the success of modeled gro\vth, a simulation must be compared to

historical urban data. In this study different simulated metric (pop or number of urban

pixels, edges and clusters) are compared to the control year data. Outputs of the derive

calibration melncs were ploUed against the control year data. Values of the highest

OSM (Optimum SLEUTH Metrics) for the three calibration stages were also

evaluated to identify whicb model framework provides belter goodness of fit.

•
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Figure 6,3 shows the number of urban pixds modeled by the two modeling
fl1lfileworks nnd that oftht eorttrol yean. It shows that both of.he frameworn ••••-ere

~sfullO simulate the hilltorica! grOWlhof the study area. In this case,J value for

the model without travel cost was found to be 0.94 and that of the model wilh travel

cost \\-'U found 0.93, So. model without tn1vel cost gi\"e better result in this case

although the differenu is negligible.

"..,
".., ,,., ""

Figure 6.3: Comparison of number ofurt)lm pixels

In case of comparison ofme umn edges of the moddtd grD\Vlh "",ith the control year

data. model ""ith trlIvel cost give better result then model wilhou1lf1;ve1 cost, But in

this case also Inc difference is not that significant. It wu found that for urban edges';

value for the model wilhout traVel cost WIll 0,94 and for model wilh travel cost it was

0.95. Figure 6.4 shows the modeled number of urb.1n edges lind number of urban

edges in lhe eorttrol years.
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In case of modeling the urban clusters. the model with !fllvd cost gi\"CSbetter fe$Ult

than the model without mvcl cost. Figure 6.S proves it where the modeled numbers of
UJban clusters are plotted with the number or urban dusters for the control years. II

shows that the model without tra\-el cost simulated significantly high number of urban
clusters than the control year data. \\1Iereas the model \\.ith IlllVei cost ""all better

capable to simulate the urban c1usten with .mull devilltions from the control yean:. In

this ease, the r value for the modd \\itbout travel cost was round 10 be 0.96 and that

of tile model with ulI\"el cost "''as found 0.97. Although in tams of r difference

between the two model framC\\'OfkJ is 1101thai significant, from Figtm 6.5 we can see

that the model with travel cost Jw much better capability 10 simulate the urban

clusten than the model without tfllvel cost.
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OSM values Ire utilized in .his study to measure the goodness offtt of tile coefficient

\lI.lues. Here it is .Iso used 10evaluate the pttformance orllle two mockl frame\\.'orb.
Figure 6.6 plotted the highest OSM values for the three ulibrBlions mgcs (i.t. coarse.
fine llI1d final) of the two modeling framewo!b, II shows that the model with lra\-el

cost provide better result throughout the calibration process tlwl thllt of the model

without l"wel cost.
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Figure 6.6: Highest OSM \1I1ues for IItrt:c calibration Aagcs

6.!iConclu~ion

This chaptn describes the calibration result, of SLElJTli urban growth modd for

Dhab MetropoliUln Area for two modtl frameworo (with travd cost and without

travel CC1st),It shows how the brute force Monte Carlo whion ofcalibr1l.lion gradually

reduees the panlmeter space and can effectively aelcc:l the best.fd coefficient valu~,

Through the calibration process the beA.fil coefficiem, required for growth

forecasting 11ft deri\"ed. Through the evlIllUlfion of the CIllibl'llliOllresulu of the two

modeling framework" it was found tlw the model with travel cost ~onned betler 10

,imulale the historical growth of DMA than lhe model without travel cost, So. the

forecasting coefficients derived through the calibration of the model wilh travel cost
were used for predicting the future utbaniZlUionprocess of the study area. Chllpter 7
discusses the prediction ortlle mock!.

•• •
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Chapter 7: Scenario Development and Urban Growth Prediction
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7.1 Introduction

Best fit coefficients derived through the calibration process were applied for

predicting future growth scenario of the study area. It is done through the prediction

mode of the SLEUTH model. The scenario. log file was updated for this purpose

where the calibrated forecasting coefficients were mentioned 10 the

PREDICTION * BEST FIT flag (where. mdicatc the name of the coeffiClent).

110 MONTE_CARLO _ITERATIONS were used for the prediction runs for gelling the

optimum result which was also indicated in the scenario .log file. This study

used a prediction time duration from the year 2008 to 2030. At first the original input

images were used for the prediction run 10 find out the growth )f the present trend of

development continues in the prediction time period. This prediction was conducted

for both the model with travel cost and model without travel cos\. After adding the

travel cost laycr, some future scenarios were developed based on thc Dhaka

Metropolitan Development Plan (DMDP) and the Stnltegie Transport Plan (STP) of

Dhaka. These scenarios arc:

1. Improved road network scenario

2. Moderate environment protection scenario

3, Sine! environmcnt protection scenario

4. Agricultllralland protection scenario

5. Growth considering roads and all protections

For all of the scenarios, the updated model was given a prediction run and the growth

pattern for all of these sccnarios were predicted, Development probability map for all

orthc scenarios were also produced through tl.e pr~iction run. This chapter provides

brief discussions on the model prediction process and different development scenarios

along with the development probability maps.

7.2 Urban Growth Prediction

After updating the scenario .log file a prediction run was given to the original

input images of the model to find out the growth pattern of the study area if present

trend of development continues within the prediction period (2008-2030). Pigure 7.1
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shows the cumulative development probability map of 2030 of Dhaka Metropolitan

Area as found through the prediction run of the model without travel cost. It shows

that in Ibis period Dhaka will experience high diffusion growth as well as spreading

growth of the existing urban areas.

Development probability map of 2030
(model wilhoullravel cost)
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Figure 7. ( Cumulative development probability map arDMA in 2030 (model without

travel cost)
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Figure 7.2 shows the growth pattern of the study area as found through the prediction

run of the model with travel cost. It shows that the study area will experience high

loml and edge growth as well al high diffusion growth in the vicinity of existing

UrbllIl areas.

Development probability map of 2030
(model with travel cost)
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Figure 7.2 Cumulative development probability map ofDMA in 2030 (model with

travel cost)

Growth pattern predicted by the two modeling frameworks differs from each other

significantly. But as it was found in Chapter 6 that the model with travel cost has

better capability to simulate the historical growth pattern of DMA, this study utilized

this model for further growth predictiOIUl for different development scenarios. Figure
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7.3 shows the differmce of predicted growth of the study am as found through the

two modeling frameworo. II can be seen here that lhe ilUdy area experienced a

recblM'! rate of growth through inclusion of the travel cost although it gradually

shov.-ed about same growth in 2030 (Of the model withoullravel cost.

''''''''
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~ 00000•il 700001.
R 00000••~ 50000~• .0000z

>XIOO I
""'"

~
0 ~ • 0 ~UUU- - - -0 ~ ~ ~~
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Figure 1.3: PmIietcd developmettt for the two model fnllnewoB:s

Growth rate for the model without travel cost h4s dccreasoed more rapidly lhan the

model with travel cost. Figure 7.4 shows this difference of the gmwth rates as

pruliaed by the two modeling frarnt\\urQ.

\

\l\,,
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7.3 Sunario Drvelopmrnt and Growth PMlic:tion

After updating the model with the calibrated coefficitnll, differerrl future

de-.-elopmtlll scenarios were developed for the study BrelI based on different planning

documents. Following sections provide brief descriptionson the =arios .nd the
prediction outputs that were gmmded for those scenarios. II utilized the model with
tnIvel cost IS this modeling framework was found to be more dTeai~to model the

gJ'O"th pllltem oroMA (as discuued in ChDpter 6).

7.J.llmpnn'fd Ro.d Nttwork Sun.rio

Some new road networkJ are proposed in the Strmegic Transport Plan (STP) of

Onaka. This AUdy Iw considered (our major roads from this phm. These are Eastern

Bypass. Eastern ettlb;1nkment-Qun-road. Road parollel to the pngzti Sanni lIOO

c.utem emban!>ment-QIm-road and Ro:ld connecting Pwbachal New Town. Figure

7.S JhowI the new road networIc after inclusion of the new roads 10 the C'XiSling
nttwork. Allhough detail alignmentJ of these roads are yet to be determined. this

,
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study has taken these from the STP document. Exact complelion date of the roads arc,
also not yet determined, so this study assumed these roads to be introduced in 2010.

Figure 7.5 Road netvv'ork in 2010

Figure 7.6 shows the predicted urban growth probability map after introduction of,
new roads in 2010. It shows that the study. area experienced an increased urban

growth through introduction of the roads.
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Development probability map of 2030
(Improved road network scenario)
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Figure 7.6: Development probability map of2030 after introduction of new roads

Figure 7.7 shows the growth trend of the study area aftCl"introduction of new roads. It
can be found bere that the area experienced an accelerated growth after introduction

of the new roads.
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Fi~ 7.7: Growth tmid of the study Bmlafter introduction ofnew roads

SplI1ialdifference map was produced to identify the 1001liOll'which experienced
aewerattd growth of urbanization through introduction of tile new roads. figure 7.8
mows this spatial difference map which indicates IMlttle new roads have influenctd
the growth oflhe areas akmg their alignments.
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Spatial difference map of 2030
(improved road network scenario)
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Figure 7.8 Spatial difference map of development for introduction of new roads

7.3.2 Moderate Environmental Protection Scenario

Dhaka Metropolitan Development Plan (DMDP) proposed some flood retention

ponds and flood flow zones in different locations of the study area. In this scenario it

was assumed that these environmental protection measures will be moderately

imposed in the prediction time period. Although these zones are yet to be precisely

demarcated through Detail Area Plan (DAP), this srndy identified these zones from
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the DMDP documents. In this moderate protection scenario, these protection 7.0nes

were given 50% exclusion in the exclusion layer (i.e. 50% less development

probability). Figure 7.9 shows the exclusion layer after imposing 50% excll.lsion to the

environmental protection zones.

Figure 7.9: Updated exclusion layer after imposing moderate environmental

protections

Figure 7.10 shows the development probability map after imposing moderate

environmental protections to the study area. Tt shows less development in the

IDeations of the flood retention ponds and the flood now zones.
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Development probability map of 2030
(moderate erwlroomental protection scenario)
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Figure 7_10: Development probability map after imposing moderate environmental

protection.

7.3.3 Strict Environmental Protection Surlario

In this scenario strict protection to !he flood retention ponds and flood flow zones was
assumed. In this case, these areas were given 100"/0exclusion from development
probability (i.e. full exclusion from further development). Figure 7.11 shows the

exclusion layer with full exclusion to the locations of the environmental protecl:ion

•
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Figure 7.11 Exclusion layer for strict environmental protection scenario

Through strict environmental protectioll, the study area experienced significantly

reduced growth for the prediction period. Figure 7.12 shows the development

probability of the area in 2030 after imposing ,trict environmental protection,
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Development probablllty map of 2030
(s1rictenvironmental protection scenario)
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Figure 7.12: Development probability map after imposing strict environmental
protection.

Through imposition of environmental protections, the study area experienced a

decelerated growtJ1 rate throughout the prediclion period. Figure 1.13 shows the

reduced trend of development after impMing environmental protections in the area
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Figure 7.1): GmWIh rue after imposing mvironmerttal protectiOll'

Spatial dilTemlCe map for the strict environmental proteelionll is .hown in Figure
7.14. It show1 me Ioc:etionsof the Jtudy area that will experience retarded

development due to the imposilion mlhe environmentll! restricdOlU.

.'

. ,,.,
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Spatial difference map of 2030
(strict environmental protection scenario)
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Figure 7.14: Spatial difference map for environmental protection scenano

7.3.4 Agricultural Land Protection Scenario

Dhaka Metropolitan Development Plan (DMDP) proposed some agriclllturallands in

dIfferent locations of (he s(udy area. This scenario considers these agricultural lands

as reduced development probability there. Although these areas arc yet to be detailed

out through Detail Area Plan (DAP), this study outlined the agricultural lands from

the DMDP documents. In this case, the agricultmal lands were given 70%
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development probability (or 30% exclusion from development). The exclusion layer

was updated with the agriclliturallands (Figure 7.15) for this purpose.

Figure 7,15: Exc1USlon layer forthe agriculhlralland protection scenario.

Through imposing restrictions on the agricultural lands the study area experienced

signillcantly reduced grmvth in the prediction period. Figure 7.16 shows the

development probability of the srndy area after imposing restriction on the

agricultural lands.

•
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Development probability map of 2030
(agticulturalland protection scenario)
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Figure 7.16: Development probability map of2030 aft~ imposing restriction on

agricuburallands

The study area experienced reduced growth rate through imposition of resrriction on

agricultural land also. Figure 7.17 shows this reduced trend throughout the prediction

period.
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Figure 7.17 Devdopment tuRd after imposing resuiction on agriaJltura1 \.and,

Sp:l.tlaldiff~ map (Of the agrialltul'lliland prmedion lCelW'iois shown in figure

7.18. II d10WJthe locations throughout the mldy area tlW will experience rmnkd

developnteltt due to the imposition of protecl:Wnson tbe agricultural lands. This

spatial difference is v.itb iespcd 10 the developmeRl as usual.

",
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Spatial difference map of 2030
(agneulturalland protection scenario)
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Figure 7.18: Spatial difference map for agricultural1and protection scenario

7.3.5 Growth Considering Roads and aU Protections

In this scenario all the development protections were considered with mtroduclion of

the new roads. In this case, the flood retention ponds and main flood flow zones were

given full exclusion from development and the agricultural lands were given 30%

exclusion from development. Figure 7.19 shows the development probability of the

sludy area in 2030 al1:er imposing all the protections and introduction of the new

roads.
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Development probability map of 2030
(improved road and all protec1lons scenario)
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Figure 7.19: Development probability map of2030 after introducing new roads and

imposing all restrietioll5

Through imposition of all restriction!, the study area experienced significantly

reduced rate of growth. Figure 7.20 shows this decreased rate of growth in

comparison 10 the growth as U5UaL
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Figure 1.20: Growth trend after imposing 011 restrictions and new roads

Figure 7.21 shows the ~ia1 dilTerenu map for this scenario. It indiCllte$the ctlanges
of development due 10 imrodutt'on of new rO!ds and imposition of different
development protectiotu. This Ipa1W difference is with ,espect 10the development u

usual ~ of tile study area,

•
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Spatial difference map of 2030
(all protections and new roads scenario)
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Figure 7.21: Spatial difference map for improved road and all prorections

7.5 Conclusion

Development predictions for different policy scenarios in Dhaka Metropolitan Area
are presented in this chapter. Here the prediction time period is collllidered from 2003
to 2030. Implication of travel cost on the development probability is also introduced
here fur existing urban centers. Through the model prediction run it was found that
the study area will experience an accelerated growth through the introduction of the
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new roads. It was also revealed here that throLlgh Imposing restriction on

environmental protection zones and agricultural1ands, the study area will experience

significanily reduced rate of growth. Through spatial difference maps specific

locations influenced by these development policies can be identified and can be

utilized for effective implementation of these policies.

••
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8.1 CA for Urban Growth Modeling

Celllliar mdomata (CA) models have been applied to urban systems wltb a recent

fervor and have used to explore research questions in applications from location to

urban morphology (Torrens, 200Gb). But most of these researches are conducted in

developed COllnlnes focusing the specific growth pattern of the developed cIties.

There are very few researches for simulating the urban gro\~1h of the cities in

developing countries. This research is the first initiative in Bangladesh and one of the

foremost in developing countries to simulate the historical gro\\1h pattern of an I.lrban,
agglomeration. It simulated the growth pattern of Dhaka Metropolitan Area (DMA) in

a CA based enviromnent. Because of an ability to simulate the complex behavior of

urban systems, CA models represent a possible approach for urban and regional scale

modeling (Oguz, 2007), This research explored this possibility of simulating the

growth pattern ofDMA utilizing a CA modehng approach.

8.2 Simulating Growth Dynamics ofDMA

Urbanization is a complex phenomena evolved through the interplay of multifarious

social, economic and physical factors. Modeling an urban system considering all of

thcsc factors need a highly complex modeling approach. But, CA considers that tius

complex system is an outcome of &lmple interaction of different factors at the local

IevcL II tries to simulate the complex urban system using simple transition rules

applied at the local context. This study simulated thc urban system of DMA utilizmg

SLEUTH CA urban growth modeL Tl was found that CA applies the same transition

rules throughout the space. AJ.;a result same gro"th rate happens throughout the cell

space irrespective of their location in relation to the eXIsting urban areas. This study

mlroduced a travel cost approach to thc m')del which assumes that development

probability will decrease lhrough space with increased distance (and increased travel

difficulty due to topography) from the existing urban centers. It introduced the lravel

cosl as a part of the exclusion layer of the model. Through calibration of the two

modeling frame\vorks (one with travel cost and one without travel cost) it was fO\md

lhat the mhdel with travel cost has better capability to simulate the historical growth
I .
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pattern of the study area. As a result, it employed the model with travel cost for f1l1ure

growth prediction of the study area for different policy scenarios,

Through observation of the best fit coefficients of the model it was found that the

study area is experiencing a high in-fill and edge growth throughout the urban centers.

Diffusion growth is also occurring significantly at the vicinity of the urhan centers.

These diffused settlements have some significant probability to evolve further as

urban centers. Existing road nehvorks are also significantly influencing the overall

growth process of the study area.

The best fit coefficients were applied for [ClllITe growth prediction of the study area for

the period 2008-2030. Different policy scenarios were developed based on the
I I" C -development plans and po lCles lor the study area (1.e. DMDP and SIP). It was found

that through introduction of new roads, the study area will experience an accelerated

growth throughout the prediction time period. Through imposition of environmental

restrictions, the study area will experience decelerated growth in future. Imposition of

development restriction on agriculmralland also will significantly relard the overall

groVv1hof the study area. Imposition of all restriction and introduclion of the new

roads also shows a reduced gr0\\1h throughout the prediction time penod.

8.3 Recommendations

At present Dhaka Metropohtan Area is experiencing rapid unplanned growth which is

threatening the overall sustainabilily of this region. In absence of the Detail Area Plan

(DAP), the policies prescribed in the structure plan ofDMDP are yet to be employed

effectively. Ihis study has showed the impacts of some of these policies on the

ovendl growth pattern of this urban region. From the spatial difference maps it was

found thaI the new road induced grO\vths would propagate into the envirorunental

protection areas (I.e flood retention ponds and flood now zones). It indicates that if

the new roads are introduced without proper development restrictions in those areas,
I

then there will be a high rate of environmental degradation there (through filling of

wetlands 3nd blocking natural water channels). So it is recommended here thaI, before

introduction of the new roads there should be proper demarcation of these
,
•
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environmental protection zones and strict restrictions should be imposed there as per

the directives of the DMDP.

8.4 Conclusion

Any modeling exercise depends highly on the data availabliity and accuracy. In

developing countries it is very hard to achieve both of these at a satisfactory leveL

Despite this constraint this study tried to simulate the uTban growth pattern of DMA in

a CA modeling environment. It was fOL/ndlhal this approach was very effective to

simulate the growth pattern of the study area. But more research should be done on

this issue further 10 make it more robust and to employ it as an effective tool for the

plamling decision making of the study area. Incorporation of slope data acquired from

OEM with better resolution and inclusion of more historical urban extent data wOlild

increase its efficiency. This study dealt only with the urban growth dynamics of the

study area; land use change modeling was not explored here due to lack of adequate

data. Effectiveness of this model would increase significantly if the land use change

modeling component of SLEUTH can also be calibrated for the study area. This study

also showed that through the simulation exercise the sustainability of any urban

dcvelopment plan or policy can be analyzed. If the planning authoritics can be

equipped with this kind of model, thcn it can highly contribute towards sustainable

spatial development both at local and reg1onallevel.
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